YOJR MONEY DOESN’T
NEED A VACATION!

El

Lynn, Mass.,

NKW ADVKUTISEMENTS THIS WKKK.

Palmer of Cambridge,
Mass., and Mrs. Charles Munn, of Lowell,
are visiting their parents, Harry S. Jones

Libels for divorce.
Petitions for possession.
Ellsworth Loun atui Building A880—State

II

Keep it at work year in and year out, in good investments. If you
best classes of investment securities
are, come to us and
don't know what the
we'll advise you. The benefits of our many years'experience in this line of
business are at tiie disposal of our-customers.

•Julia F Billlngton—Typewriting wanted.
Bmt Harbor «& U..lon River Power Co—Stockholders’ meeting.
Hancock hall—Romeo and Juliet.
Gortons’
nilnetri In.
Wlggin «ft Moore—Apothecaries.
El'hworth Dental Pallors—Dentistry.
Blcehtll:

Bluehill-George

O.

C.

Stevens

log.

Biirrill Bank Building*

Ellsworth,

AT ELL8 WORTH POST-OFFICE.

Going

effect June IS, 1903.

East-6.13, 7,21

Going West—11.56

BANK

BLDG.,

GEO.

GRANT

H.

BAlt

CO.,

HAKHOK. ME.

and H. \V.

0. W. TAPLEY, insurance
of all kinds.

We

represent such
eompi' *'s »s the foliowfng: ".Etna,” ••Hartford,” “National,” “Royal,*’ “Western,*’ “Commerce! 1 ..inn,” "New York Underwriters.” “Hamburg-Bremen,” “Norwich," "Manchester,” “Mercantile” and “Williamsbnrg City.” They are the largest companies and write at the lowest
us a
•

m,

3

a m.

45, 5.30 and 10 p
2, 5 and 10 p m.

m

m.

THE AMERICAN is on sale in
Ellsworth at the news stands of
C. H. Leland, J. A. Thompson
5

Give

2.23,5.81 and 10.28 p

m,

Mall trains arrive from the west at 6.13 a m.
12-62andK.il pm. Leave for the west at 2.21,
5.31 and 10.28 p in. >lail closes for the west at
2, 5 and 1‘ p m.

L-flC DISTANCE TELEPHONE.

rates.

I

12.33, 4.20 and 6.11

SUNDAY.

General Insurance and Real Estate.
ELLSWORTH and

m,

call.

BANK BUILDING, ELLSWORTH.

Estey. Single copies,
subscription price,

cents;

$1.50

George
in town
Miss

to-day.
Arlington, Mass., is

on

of

Gage,
business.

Blueblil,

of

TEIEITH.

Teetli, $7.00 Gold Crowns, 22 karat, each, $5.00,
Bridge Work according to number of Teetli, each, $5.00.
Richmond Crowns, half Porcelain and half Gold, $8.00.
Logan Crowns, all Porcelain, $4. Gold Fillings, $1.25 up.
Silver Fillings, 75c up. Cleaning, $1.00.

visiting

rela-

Machias.

%

Charles

I. S’aples, of Staples, Smith &

is in Old Town

business.

Foster is

Miss Paulene
short

on

home

from

a

Cushing,

Hattie

of

Waltham,

guest of Mrs. P. B. Day.

is the

Macbias

lo

attend

The “Henrietta A.

camp-meeting.

Whitney”

Monday, loaded with

towed out

for

staves

▼

▼
r,

! Good Rio Coffee at 10c per Pound

i
T

Mocha and Java regular 25c goods at 20c; our 35c coffee at
30e.
We also
io ha_
have several other brands which will go the
same way,
OUlt 50e TEA for 55c per pound

T

STREET,

*

ELLsWOKTH.

Vi!

Illness of his father this week.

music festival at Old Orchard.

The trial of William H. Albert, colored,
Patrick H
Jordan, at Bangor, oil March 7, begins in
the supreme court at Bangor to-day.
Reuben Jordan, R. C. Myrick, V. F.
Hooper, Benj. Maddocka and Nabutn
for the murder of Policeman

March atteuaed the reunion of the
Maine

First

Vinalhaven.

ut

heavy artillery
J. P. Sinionton went to Waltham

Rev.

Melrose,

Harvey Huntington
neapolis, Minn., who

Mass

last

Sunday.

and

wife, of Minbeen visiting
their aunt, Mrs. W. L. Thomas, and other
have

who

is

home.

employed in

with his

Wit bam and

Dr. and Mrs. J.

A

special

sermon on

the ‘•Blessedness of
be

preached

next

Sunday morning in the Baptist church hy
Kev. David Kerr.
Appropriate music
will be rendered.
Mrs.

Fred

E.

Stover,

who has been

em-

ployed in Boston tor the past six months,
Mrs. Stover is
returned home Sunday.
just recovering from a severe attack of
malarial fever.

Georgia N. Emery,
Newburyport

Miss

who has been in

Salisbury Cove.
A public telephone has recently

and

board, announcing

been

station.

A

the arrival

departure of trains, has also been

Gibson, formerly of this
graduate of the Baugor business college,
has secured a position as
stenographer with the M. G. Shaw Lum-

spend two weeks with
are

the wall.

on

Miss Mae A.

Boston, is in town to

family,

his

who

summering here.

next week.
association

worked hard to make this event

have

a

success,
and their efforts should be rewarded by a
liberal

patronage.
meetings of the fair association

These
have

led

the

farmers to

improve

their

stock, and to take pride in their farm produce.
When the first fair was held there
was hardly a full-blooded animal to be

they predominate.

Now

seen.

By

tbe

farmers and association this fair baa become one of the leading ones of the State.
Tbe poultry show is tbe best in tbe
State, lu this department quality b^s
taken tbe place of quantity to a great ex-

co-operation

of tbe

tent.

In the sheep, cattle and horse department may be found many full-blooded
animals.

speed programme is better than
Several well-known horses have
been entered. There will be a vaudeville
show going on all the time in front of
tbe graud stand, and will be free to everybody. Charles P. Halpln has this matter
usual.

in

hand,

and

Mr.
and

expense will be

no

spared to

Four

of

tbe

best

ball

ers, and sports for the
of games for tbe boys

teams

in

tbe

children;

all kinds

and

young men,
Island chewing

and popcorn and Coney
candy for the young ladies—in fact, there
will be something for everybody.
The first

minstrel

a

ten

of

city,

ber

and

a

Co., at

twelve

or

Let every farmer with his
professional and business

pieces

will

family,
man

every
with his

wile, and

every thorough sport with his
girl attend this fair and help to mak
it the best fair in eastern Maine.
It can
be done; all it needs is a little support
from the
The

people

of tbe

county.

Washington County railroad will

Hell excursion tickets from
one

fare for the round

trip,

all stations at

Sept, 1,

on

2

which
Special low rate
tickets, which include one admission to
Wyman park, will be sold from all stations to Ei.sworth and return.

and

3, for the

fair

Tuesday

opens

at

Ellsworth

next.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

are

Thompson and wife,
visiting relatives here.

Fulton J. Redmau, son of Erastus F.
Redman, formerly of this city, now in
busiuess in Boston, though still living in
Pawtucket, R I., is to enter the freshman
class at Bowdoin this fall.

of

Waterville,

Cottle is at home from
stay.
Thomas Davis, who has been In Boston
for several months past, is at home.
Miss Asbie M.

Bar Harbor for

a

short

George and Ralph Fernaid are at home
Redstone, N. H., for a short vacation.

from

Eugenia Moore, of Bangor, visited
sister, Mrs. Martin Salsbury, here

Mrs.
her

Greenville.

last. Week.

Eugene Grindell,
for

widely

literary productions

read

that have

written, the Bible alone exIf it were possible to collect a

been

ever

cepted.
copy
have

time,

of each of (be various editions that
a

Shakespeare's

since

printed

been

large library could

be

of

made

plays have been translated into the language of all civilized
nations; they have been printed and cirHis

them alone.

every conceivable
enacted in every
land that has a stage. Bven the Japanese
have played Romeo and Juliet—and a peculiar Romeo and Juliet it must have

culated in

fashion,

almost

and have been

been in the land of hari-kari.

Every college baa the plays io Its course
Congressmen quote from
study.
Shakespeare in their speeches; lawyers
repeat his sayings in summing up their
cases; divines weave his good and wholesome advice into their sermons.
Many
of

business men and women read Shakespeare after a hard day’s work, for relaxation and instructiou. The vagrant, arraigned before the magistrate, holds up a

thumbed volume, and tries to prove

well

that he is respectable because he reads
Everybody knows
Halpin’s ability to secure good shows, Shakespeare.
Why is Shakespeare every man’s author?
this will be no exception.
the human

county have been booked to play games
during all three days.
There is to be a peg race for the farm-

be

AND JULIET.

ROMEO

Slmvelle’s scenic and electric production of the immortal bard’s most popular
play will be given in its entirety at Hancock hRll Friday evening, Aug. 28.
Ttie plays of Shakespeare are the most

first-class.

make it

AI.

B. Aiken’s last week.

ot

the

for the

placed

Halman,

of

best

eritertalued

I. L

officers

returned.

bulletin

returned home.

The

wife,
T. McDonald, Mias Mae Wilbam and C.
R Burrill, who have been tenting at Con
tention Cove for tne pust month, have

installed in the Maine Central

has been the

fair association at

county

Wyman pRrk, Ellsworth,

furnish the music.

church.

Tapley, of Lynn, Mass., who
guest ot Miss Louise Eppes,

is

Hancock

orchestra

Brooks,

o’clock

Miss Annie

Everything
the

him.

Everett

have returned

at

Petrel” is loading staves for
Kondout, and t he “Minneola” long lumber for Boston.

a

Whitman, Maas., is spending his vacation
parents, George H. Brooks and
wife.
Mr. Brooka’ wife accompanied

Bayside,

Bangor.

The “Storm

are Complete—Will be
Big Week.
complete for the fair of

Arrangements

evening of the fair there will
show in Hancock ball by
Gorton’s minstrels. This show is one of
the best that comes to Maine, and will
undoubtedly prove a good drawing card.
The last two evenings there will be a
grand ball in Hancock hal1. Monaghan’s

past two
months, has returned. She will spend the
remainder of her vacation with relatives

The AU-tbe-year-round whist club was
by Mi*s J. A. Thompson at F.

AMUSEMENT NOTES).

The

Miss Agnes A. Lord has returned from
her vacation spent in Boston, Portland
and Old Orchard. She attended the great

Lynch’s band, of Ellsworth Falls, will
participate in the big Libor Day parade in

has

*

is

who

Bostou and

Supper wi'l be served this evening at 6
in
the vestry of the Baptist

FAIR NEXT WEEK.

Boston

employed by
the New England telephone and telegraph
company, was called home by the critical

Roudout,

N. Y.

£

Harry Morrison,

to-morrow ;

leaves

simontoii

from

E. Q. Morrison, an employee of Morrison, Joy & Co., is seriously 111 at his home
on Elm
street.
Mr. Morrison has not
been well since last March.
./

Oid Home Week” will

visit to friends in Bar Harbor.

Mrs.

returned

attending tho Photographers’convention which has bteu In

A. L

Smith, of Waterville, is visiting bis brother, M. C. Smith, in the city.

First National Rank Illdg., Ellsworth.

DAVIS,

is

Madison

For the next week we are going to make a run on Coffees.
We are over-stocked with these goods and want to get rid
of them, so give the customers the benefit.

F.

guest

Mary F. Hopkins is the guest of
Jessie Foster at Bar Harbor.

Moody,

for

BIG CUTS IN COFFEE

C.

the

was

Miss
Miss

Rev. J. P.

ELLSWORTH DENTAL PARLORS,

a

tives and friends in

Mans.,

A written guarantee for ten years given with all my work. That is sufficient
to quality and workmanship’. Hours s to 6.

STATE

Emery

Mrs. Charles H.

Full Set

Dr. F. O. mtOWXK, Algr.

Boston,

of

of W. B. Campbell Tuesday.

Do not have your teeth extracted before consulting ine. I have had two special courses of extracting under the two best men in XYw York.
Teeth that are broken down and decayed should
not always he extracted. SAVE THEM. Xo
artificial ones can ever do the work your own
natural ones can no. I save ninety-five per cent, of the teeth that are decayed
I use
and that ache. FREE—Painless extracting when others are needed.
nothin',/ but the best of material in all my work.

as

Hatch,

has

where he has been

is

visiting friends in the city.
Arthur

Joy

F.

relatives at

Hinckley,

Emma

B.

who died at

P. Woodward is in town

J. Prescott

Lowell, of North Penobscot, is the
guest of Mrs. W. K. Parker. Mrs. Parker
gave a party Monday evening in honor of
her guest.
Miss

to-day to officiate at the funeral of Mrs.
Ruby Babb, a former resident of Waltham,

per year in advance.
Hastings, of Boston, is in town.

A. M.

and wife.

of Mrs. James T. Harriman.

MAIL CLOSES AT TOST-OFFICE.

Going East—7.00 a
Going West—11.20

ELLSWORTH, ME.
The

a

a

Rodney

Mrs.

Mrs. Annen and daughter Lillian, of
Chicago, Mrs. Nora McKay and Miss
Mary Sheedy, of Malden, Mass., are guests

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

MASON,
NAT’L

typewrit

Me:
8tore for sale.
me:
Lewiston,
Wanted—Men in wholesale house.

In

are

Foster.

session there.

Rockland,

C. W. & F. L

FIRST

academy—Fall term.

Bangor
Misa Boal—School of shorthand and

BURRILL,

guesta of Mrs. C. E.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

a

who has been at home

vacation of several

Saturday.
Benjamin H. Bowen,

weeks, returned

Because

Shakespeare knew

heart and

soul

other

no

as

writer

has

them; because he was not only a
great writer, correct in form and artistic
in expression, but also the greatest philosopher of all ages as well.
known

Those who are familiar with Shakespeare embrace at all times the opportunity to see any of his immortal plays. To
it is

not

thosewhoare

a

revelation—so

beyond the petty plays of

far

any and

dramatists from
view that there is

no

all

possible

modern

points

of

chance of

comparison.
oorton’b minstrels.
Gorton’s famous minstrels will
Hancock Hall

on

Tuesday, Sept.

come

1.

to

This

company has the distinction of being the
>ldest as well as one ot the best minstrel
organizations on the road, and numbers
mong its performers such well known
uid capable artists as Welby and Pearl,
Gorton and Lee, the marvelous Mardo
of acrobats, Jere Sanford, the
troupe
Crescent City quintette, the wonderful
Karon trio and other performers of abil-

ity.

attention has been

Especial

given

to

the selection of the vocal contingent and
the instrumental music as usual with this

company will be of the highest order.
The first part presents a most beautiful
combination of colors, being draped in
solid wine colored plush, with old gold
being
greatly
trimmings, the tffect
Heightened by the addition of uurneroUa
biihlaatly colored electric lights
which, together with costumes of costly
silks

and

satins,

form

a

of daz-

picture

zling splendor. The company possesses an
excellent quintette of trained vocalists.
The instrumental music and various high
class specialties fully sustain the reputation of Gorton’s minstrels, and there is
no doubt of their being greeted with a
crowded bouse.
Gorton’s celebrated concert band has
rhe reputation of being the best organiFaultless
zation of its kind traveling.
audition of popular and classic seleciut'N, including t woor more solos, at each
concert.
Daily concert aud parade at
noon.
Evening at 7 15.

to Bath

wife and

child

COMING EVENTS.

are

Forks, N. visiting here, the guests of Charles J.
Wednesday, Aug. 26, at Baptist vestry—
is iu the city, the guest of Mrs. George Treworgy and family.
night to visit her mother., Mrs. George W. D.,
Supper by the ladles’ aid. 15c.
Mason
on Pihe street.
W.
Miss
was
Joy
HaF.
E.
Hartshorn
and
of
New
wife,
Mason, on Pine street.
Friday, Aug 28, at Hancock hall, EllsTo inform my friends and the public
formerly of Ellsworth; she is a daughter ven, Conn., are visiting here, the guests
vorth—“Borneo aud Juliet.” Tickets, 25,
Mrs. Abbie C. Partridge, of Roxbury, is
late Hamilton Joy.
of
the
50, 75c and fl.
of
A.
W.
Elite
and
wife.
35,
that I have on hand a large stock of in town, tbe guest of her brother, Henry
Monday, Aug 31—Excursion by Sunrise
Johu B. Redman was the recipient last
The members of Union Sunday school
E. Davis, on Oak street.
council. Daughters of Liberty, to Castine.
week of a cane from Calvia Graves, a lifehad their annual picnic on Thursday of
Hiram C. Lord, a former night officer
NEW AND SECOND-HAND CARRIAGES,
Tuesday, Sept. 1, at Hancock ball—Gorcon v ict at the State prison at Tbomastou.
at Contention Cove.
last
week
Although
ton’s Minstreis. Prices, 25, 35 and 50c.
in
the
same
of this city, is employed
The cane was made by Graves, and is of the weather conditions were unfavorable,
suit.
to
Harbor.
Tuesday, Weduesdav aud Thursday,
capacity at Northeast
which J am selling at prices that defy' competition. Terms
highly polished leather.
those who went had a good time.
Many Sept. 1, 2 and 3, at Wyman park, E11bMiss
Hamilton, of Chicopee Falls,
tair of the Hancock counwortb—Annual
due
Mrs. Treworgy who
Hon. James P. Carey, socialist, of Hav- thanks are
Mass., who has been tbe guest of Mrs.
ty fair association.
the use of her cottage, and did
S. I_. LORD,
a member of the Massachugranted
Mass.,
erhill,
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 23 andi
Harry C. Woodward, has returned home. setts
legislature, lectured last Thursday much to make the picnic a success; also 24—Annual fair of Hancock county agriSOUTH STREET,
Capt. J. Atwood Bowden is in town for evening in Hancock hall. He was intro- to Charles R. Haynes, who furnished a cultural society at Mountain park.
His vessel, the “Willie L. duced
a few days.
delicious fish chowder.
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 29 and
by Stephen Monaghan.
yj
Maxwell”, is at Mt. Desert Ferry.
J.
30, ai Amherst—Annual fair of the NorthAug. 25.
Mrs. Qeorge E. Greeley, who has beeu
ern Hancock agricultural society.
Martin Hall Shuts, who bas been with friends in Boston, has returned
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
ADAMS BUILDING, COLUMBIA STREET, BANGOR, MAINE.
spending a three months’ furlough here., home. She has as guests Miss Elizabeth
k k wrur w: wcprtrm: ►

Mrs. W. 1.

Olmstead

arrived

Monday

Miss Harriet

Joy,

of Grand

WANTED!

-_-_-_•_ELLSWORTH.
BSS BEAL’S SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND aid TYPEWBITING.
XHOBOI OJI

INBTKUCTION, with Strictly

udorniation.ajyily to

The

A

new

lot received,

same

iiusiuess

«

MISS MARY K. BEAL,

Refrigerators

standard will

high
Individualtra'rYi“til?u;,jBusiness
eonaeete I will the Eaiifeoi
For full

was
»»»
ts- maintained as In
In past
,7„ W-*
past years, when the principal
oi
Lollege. and competent stenographers and typist* seat out

:

to the business

public.

Principal-

*
1

EDWIN M. MOORE,

O

fmh, oalt.l Smoked ul Dry

o

FISH.

denser In nil kinds of

J1

All

returns to-morrow to West

Point.

Boston, is
spending her vacation with ber mother,
Mrs. Carlton McGown, on High street.
Miss Rena B. Roberts,

of

Eliiei Stveli, Ol Pori laud, wnu.il
spending the summer at South Surry,
week visiting relawas in the city last
tives.
Mrs. Mary Goodwin, of Old Town, and
Misses Sarah and Frances Goodwin, of
Mltut

sizes and prices.

PUBNITUKE

of

every

cription. Everything
up-to-date.

des-

•

:

0
q

♦

Haddock, Halibut, Hlue&ah,Z
Mackerel, Oyetere, Clams, Seal lope, fi
«
Lobetere and Finnan Haddlee.

Campbell AJTrue

Blda-, East End

Bridge, ♦

ELLSWORTH, MK.'

2

Thelma
Have you met Thelma?

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
L.

The

W.

assessors

session at

JORDAN,
UNDERTAKE**

G. Koyal and wife, William Connick
wife, Miss Annie Connick, Charles PHalpin, wife and three children and HerC.

man

will be in

Aldermen’s Room,

Hancock Hall,

on

Chairman.

:

You do not
50c. per ounce.
know the best perfume unless
you know Thelma.

Wiggin

F. B. AIKEN,

K LMpr-

Everybody is delighted with Thelma.
all-AmeriThelma is the favorite
can perfume. None more lasting,
none more penetrating and pleasing in fragrance. None more
economical for such quality.

the 10th

of each month.

Hoyt

and

Gray’2

spent Sunday at
Lamoine.

Austin

Bluff camp, North

John E. Eaiery, wife and daughter, of
Boston, who have been visiting Mrs.
Emery’s parents, W. B. Campbell and
to Brooklin,
wife, returned Saturday
where they are spending the summer.
Margaret

Monaghan, who has
a week, the guest
of her sister, Mrs. Edmon Eno, is home.
She leaves to-day for Bangor to speud a
week with her sister, Mrs. A. H. Grant.
been at Shore Acres for

t Cod,

and

Miss

and

Miss

is new

t e:. J. DAVIS.

Pumley, of Middlebury, Vt., and
Simpson, of Fulton, Mo.

Eulah

& Moore,

DRUGGISTS.
Corner

opposite Post Office, Ellsworth,

George Parc her, who is a member of tb«
Maine militia, is in Portland participatMr. and
ing in the war manoeuvres.
Mrs. Parcher and their son Arthur leave
to-day to spend a few days in Portland.
bodies will resume work
next week, after the usual summer vacation. Acadia R. A. chapter will hold its
meeting Tuesday evening, Lygonia lodge,
Wednesday, and Estoric lodge, Thursday
All

masonic

evenings.
Linwood Swett received a painful injury iaBt Friday afternoon In a saw mill
at Dennysvilie. Mr. Swett was running
bolts through a machine when one dew
back and struck him in the thigh, making a painful but not serious wound. Mr.
Swett was brought home on the late train

(Continued

on

page 5.)

Mrs.

afttattsnnenta.

Robert Sweeney la visiting her pa-

rents at Macbiaa.

There will be a McQown reunion at
landing Thursday, Aug. 27.
Alvin Maddocks, wife and family spent
Sunday at Hancock Point.

Ceo. A,

Maddocks

Tnurtelotte,

Miss Lottie

Ellsworth

of

Falls, is visiting relatives here.
Mrs.

Lucy

Parcher,

Wholesale and Retail

DRUGGIST

granddaughter,
Bangor, are visiting rel-

Watts and

Lucy Logan,

of

atives here.
The

Witling

tertainment

Workers will have
at the

evening, Aug.

church

an

en-

Supplies and
Orders Specialties

Physicians’

Wednesday

26.

F.ed Starkey and family attended the
Moore reunion held at Maddocks’ landing, Lakewood, Wednesday.
Misses Lura Paine and Margaret LafQn,
of Berlin,
H., called on friends one
day last week.
Miss Carrie

Mitchell, who has been
visiting relatives at Tremont, returned
home Monday.
</
Misses Anna and Addie Maddocks, who
has been visiting at Bar Harbor, returned
home Monday.
Howard Warren, of Lynn, Mass., is vishis mother, Mrs. Emily Warren, at
the home of Mrs. Mary Bates. Mrs. Warren is in very poor health.

iting

Llewellyn Higgins and wife, Miss Annie
Bimmons and Miss C. Smith, of Lynn,
Mass., are spending their vacation with
relatives here.

ELLSWORTH,

Mail

MAINE.

BLUEHILL-GEORGE STEVENS ACADEMY.

The fall term of the Bluehill-George Stevens
Academy will begin
Monday, September 14, A. D. 1903,
twelve weeks, under instruction
aprtWalter
ogntinue
of
H. Russell, AS M., and a full corys of
y

assistants.
Board and tuition at very reasonable rates.
For further Information address
EDWARD £. CHASE.
Secretary and Treasurer.
....
Bluehill, Me., Aug. 26. 1903.

MISS N. F. DRUM ME Y,
Public Stenographer

Typewriter...

...and
Reasonable Prices.
Giles’

Office,

Kai.it

Prompt 8ervfce.
Block, Ellsworth.

CHRISTIAN

Topic Fop the Week Heiclnning Vns,
30—Comment by Eev.

S. II.

KIUTKD BY "AUNT

MADGE”.

the- stranger.—Dent,
Topic.—Our duty
7, 8; II Chron. vi, 32. SC. (Home missions.)
rli.

Its Motto:

“Helpful and Hopeful”

Their numbers. Our population in
2900. not including our insular possessions. was 70.303.387. Of this number
il0,#GO,0S5 were foreign born and 15,687.322 were the children of foreigu
born parents. Thus every third person
In the United States is either foreign
born or the child of foreigu born parMoreover, imm’gration is inents.
creasing instead of decreasing. It has
averaged for the past five years about
10.000 a week, and it has been estimated that there will come to us this
year 850.000 foreigners, an average of
What a serious
over 1G.000 a week.
problem confronts us from the standpoint of numbers alone!
The nations
2. Their character.
which produce the most undesirable
classes of people are steadily sending
larger numbers to us. while the best
nations of Europe are more aud more
sending less immigrants to our shores
Formerly the best nations of Europe
gave us their people, and to therq we
are indebted for much of our greatness.
While
But today this is changed.
Great Britain. Germany, France and
Greece are sending fewer immigrants,
Austria-Hungary. Italy, and principally
southern Italy, and Russia are sending
In the calendar year of 190G
us more.
we received 111,088 immigrants from
Italy, 108,701 from Austria-Huugar\
and 92,481) groin Russia, while lu the
same 7>ar there came from Great Britain but 49.532 Immigrants, from thf
German empire 20.908. from Greece
4,664 and Trom France but 2.971. The
wont nations of Europe are sending us
their wont classes—foreign In speech,
in customs, in religious beliefs and Id
character.
8. Their methods of settling in out
land. The general tendency of the foreign element Is to congregate according
to nationalities In certain sections of
our country, the chief places of segregation being our large cities, our great
eastern industrial sections and the ng
;rlcnltural districts of the west and
northwest. Thus our large cities have
their “Little Italy.” “Little Germany,”
“Little Scandinavia” and "Chinatown."
Crowded together by the thousands.
Jhey live surrounded by squalor and
confusion and by moral and spiritual
degradation. In our great Industrial
and agricultural centers similar condl
tlons exist. In the very heart of such
an American commonwealth as Pennsylvania entire communities can be
Tound where foreign languages are
spoken, costumes worn, newspapers
read, political and religious beliefs held
1.

and practiced.
I The problems of such an element In
our population are serious and great
These people must be lifted up or they
will drag us down. Our social, political and Christian institutions are all
endangered by their presence in our
land. They must be Christianized and
Americanized or their presence here
will be a constant menace to our national welfare and Christian institutions. The church should measure up
to its responsibility in tills matter.
Solomon
prayed “concerning the
stranger which is not of Thy people
Israel," and so we should pray and
labor for the salvation of the “stranger

Within

our

gates.”
BIULI READINGS.

Neb. 11, 1-5; Ps. cxxxvil, 5, C; cxlvi,
9; Isa. ill, vti; Nah. i, 15; Matt, xxv,
84, 35; John xii, 20-22; Acts, vili, 20-40;
Bom. i, 14; ix, 1-5.
A Cathedral and Xta Chapel*.

Dr. Clark says: “No one shall go beme In devotion to Bible study or
In advocacy of better educational methods for the young people of our churches.
I believe with all my heart, as you
know. In the quiet hour of communion,
In systematic and proportionate giving.
In every effort for Christian citizenship and for the home and other similar lines of effort that have grouped
themselves around Christian Endeavor
as some one has expressed it, "like the
beautiful chapels around a great cathedral.”

yond

English Methodist Endeavorers.
In England there are 53,605 Primitive Methodist Endeavorers, which is
Two
a gain of 4,806 over last year.
hundred and one new Junior societies
have been organized.
Quiz Box.
[Any question may be asked that pertains to any phase of Christian Endeavor
Address Lock Box 674, Binghamwork.
ton, N. Y.]
84. S. M. E.. Fair Oaks, N. Y—The
Christian Endeavor World is the official representative of the societies, it
was adopted by the'sixth annual convention. The president of the united
society, as editor in chief of the paper,
and the trea urer, as business manager
of it receive their support from the
In
paper and not from the society.
many other ways the paper contributes to the growth and support of the
movement.

85. R. N. O., Oakland, Pa—The offiof the erate and local unions freely
give their services for the love of the
cers

cause.
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William Dean Howells.

summer

Augu-t is coming to be the month set
families, gatherings
of fraternal organizations and general
aside for reunions of

wives and
is
It
cities and

children!
time that

residents

the

of

following mercantile
pursuits and.Jfllling I the professional
realize
that
fully
callings, should
those

without the labors of this vast workof farmers,|their larders would
be empty and their energies devoted to the
satisfying of the stomach, instead of the
development of their skill both in hand
and brain.

ing force

j

j
;

And how much it has increased the vol-

urgiDizuiuui

xueiw

or

is.

Luew

mere,

men
public
by
speeches
,wbo,
standing as it were between tbe two extremes of soil-culture and brain-culture,
show to botb sides bow necessary they ale
to each other—are bringing tbe work of
the farmer to tbe position it should bold
in public appreciation.
Tbe
time
bas
when
gone
by,
the city clerk can sneeringly call
tbe
rustic youth “hayseed". The farmers
are
commanding tbe respect of those
in otber spheres of labor, by coming into
th^r lawful heritage as kings of thesoil.

What would all these square miles
of territory of which the United States iB

composed,

and

glass of Intoxicants before entering into the spirit of our occasions.
There is no affluity between the spirit
of oar order end the spirit of eicohoi,
end its members are tbe most temperate

of which it is

so

proud,

the plowing and the
sowing and the reaping of those who
dwell on its wide-spread prairies or its
hillside farms? All honor to the farmer
and to his noble calling I
These thoughts are not all that came
from tbe farmers’ recent gathering. Oh,
no! I had such a delightful meeting with
The first face-to-face
“Aunt Marla”!
meeting! I wish every sister could carry
with her henceforth tbe picture 1 have
to go witblme in all the future—it la Aunt
Maria as I shall always remember her—
and her “John”, too, was there, and I had
the happy privilege of making“Ann”and
“Aunt Maria” acquainted with each otber.
I could not find “Novice” Just then in the
crowd, altbough 1 looked for her. How
we wished aU our sisterhood could have
been together! 1 hope I may Boon meet
Annt Marla again!
amount to without

a

lew-respecting clast of citizens on
globe. The wine of good feeling, of
pare, wholesome friendship is the best

end
tbe

tonic

we

offer to

members.

oar

Our

meetings take us up out of the
burry and worry of our intense struggles,
to live on tbe Mt. Pisgab of rest where we
are momentarily safe from tbe
turbu*
lent surging waters below, and oan bathe
in tbe peaceful sunlight of tbe higher
life. Here we can rebuke ourselves for
having hated the world, and learn to love
mankind for the good we never discovered
before.
And while we have great respect for law
a* law, and are taught to cultivate tbe
highest form of friendship, yet this order has such a horror of trying longand
litigation
spun-out
expensive
it enjoins upon its members that the beet
way out of legal difficulties is to go rouud
them, choose arbitrators, shake hands in
good fellowship, and submit tbe matter in
dispute to those arbitrators.
This is in harmony with the trend of
tbe highest civilization of-day as between
individuals and individuals, as between
individuals and corporations, as between
nation and nation.
And, as much as I love the lawyer and
admire his profession, I apprehend that
tbe time is coming in the progressive
wisdom of human nature when he will
become a thing of despair and his legal
nets will cover the rocks along the shore,
and rot in the burning sun of higher
truth, for the fish will have disappeared
from his little millponds, his harp will be
bung on the willow tree, for the glory
will have faded from bis profession, and
be a law
man will have been taught to
unto himself, and Judges will again be
appointed In Israel to try tbe people's
cases, andf settle tbe people’s causes.
There is another mission we have to
achieve, one which I don’t remember to

In the June Etude there is an article
have beard alluded to. We have unconto “opportunities” from which I
sciously had placed in our hands, to a
quote as follows: “People sigh for tbe good large
extent, tbe initial training of tbe
old times, for the days when there were
next generation of statesmen who will
opportunities ito do something. There guide this great republic in its upward
were great men in those days, they say,
and onward course of national glory.
because there were great things to be
I do not know why farmers are not
done. This attitude recalls a poem by the
proud of tbe record of their sons, and
late Ben King, In tbe course of which a

relating

certain

yontb^laments

tbe

utter absence

of anything in any way resembling an opportunity. When Janb Jones is urging
totgreater diligence in tbe pursuit of
knowledge, and recounts how one Ben
Frarrklinisnatcbed electricity out of the
sky, heljustifles himself by saying:
him

•Mebbe be did—
I duuno.
what’s alters been hinderin'

Of course,
Is not havin' any

me

‘Mebbe he did—
I dunno.

81111, l|ain't;to blame,
For I ain’t

never

not

by

a

big sight.
to fight.’

had any battles

“That which Ben King tells in bis quaint
verse reilectsja state of mind common to a
large percentage of humanity. 4l make
opportunities’, said Napoleon. The man

it himself.

But

competitor

who

what of his

comes

langourou*
late in

down town

morning, with the smelt of cigarettes

the

down

a

from

more

than

1

making bodies of the nation.
as a

complaint;

1 make

as

Increasing

The riarkne«» of
and
on

a

upon

me

i{reai

oroer

ui

me

r«’

of Husbandry as the hope of the
of to-day, and I believe it to be
the duty of every farmer to pledge to it
bis lifelong adherence and support,
it
knows no party, sect, set, or nationality.
It was founded for tbe tillers of tbe
toil to fit them to be true representatives
In the
world’s civilisation, and it is
marching grandly on to fulfill its high
jesttny. These granges, with tbeir libraries, their Intellectual exercises and
mcial entertainments, are fast becoming
the farmers’ institutes of learning and
Irons

farmers

ichoola of
:be

great

heir first
md

culture, and nurseries where
of the future will take

men

steps in statesmanship, oratory

authorship.

We have men with us to day who stand
aigh in the councils of our order, and
high in the service of thetrj state and nation, who will speak to us words of wisdom snd power touching the order we

represent.
Again we welcome you to tbe heart of
our order, to this grove filled with memories of past occasions, and crowned with
the simplicity of natural beauty.
Breathe this bracing air, drink from

this health-giving spring, rest beneath
these cooling shades, drink in tbe inspiration of tbe hour, forget for tbe time
your home cares and duties, cement old
friendships and former acquaintances,
that you may return to your homes snd
your business lighter in heart, brighter
in miud, and stronger in body.

Ao

Aoiroul Story For
Little

Folks

=Bear Catches Fish
There was an Eskimo lad who was
fond of fishing, as boys generally are.
One day he went oat with his rod and
line and plenty of bait to see If he
conld not make a good catch of fish.
He pitched In his hook and threw himself on the ground and, lazy boy, went
fast asleep.
But It was doubtless the best thing
for him that he did go to sleep, for In
a few minutes along came Mr. White

we

livers’*.
morning of the 15th of April dawns,
and finds us on the windward coast of the
island Hawaii, with a very strong wind
right in our teeth ns we are working up
“tread
The

the

leading

more

men

in

than
our

three-fourths of
state

legislatures

rounding Upolu point.

to and

the shore I see a very barren
looking country, but I see herds of cattle
occupying it, and, It* places, long walls.
As I

I

am

scan

told that these

lava stonewalls.

sre

green
is so,

gradual

leaving behind the one and running Into
the other. In California we make one
leap, as it were, from a desert into a
flower garden, bat then we are able to do
tbls through Irrigation; while here rain
seems to marshal her clouds to a
Una
fence, as it were. I can see the clouds
form in battalions, march forward, than
This la quite a puzzling problem for me,
but aa I relate It ao It appeara to my
t la Ion.
Now, from the eoaat land running dowo
from high to low to meet tbeaea, we come
to bold bluffs and over tbeee bluffs we are
tbreada of alleer banging.
These are
atreama of water, some eery email, aa they
seem, while others are Immense great
silver cables; end now we are close In
shore so I can easily see the movement of
the water of these hundreds, and I think
I might also say, thousands of waterfalls,
for they bang on the cliffs for miles like
fringe on a shawl.
Sometimes I fix my gaze on a band of
silver beginning at the top of the cliff,
and coming down, perhaps a third of the
way, then stop as it broken oft or frozen
Into an Icicle, but then I find that a little
farther down It comes out again and continues to the Jagged rocks below or makes
Its Anal leap Into the open arms of the

deep.
I

curious things formed by
these streams as the flying ship changes
my position. I now see a Chinaman made.
There is bla pig-tall, bead, body and lege
—bis arms are not distinguishable, I suppose because of big, loose ooat-sleeves.
He stood at first, but now la sitting down
gradually, and finally baa dropped Into
bla chair which seems rather odd, as
Chinamen, aa I know them, have little use
for cbalra.
I am somewhat thirsty tor water, for I
live In a dry country where water la of
more value than gold, and every Inch la
carefully stored and made to earn big
profits; so It does my heart good to see
these big and little atreams, but I hate to
see them going
to waste, and I
wish
very mucb that I could take one good big
one home with me, and hang in np in
our new city ball for future use, for our
city dads are anxious to secure good water
see

llllo wants good crops of
tenrlertr«
is well is good crops of
auger-cun?
suhnrbs, «he must first hustle «rid
first-class hotel. 8be needs one
verv
with rmphaM* on “very”
and
“much”
We are auxiot 1 for
If

^

»J

morning jjjjbt.

MY RIDE tvrrn THE
It la

Sunday, April

19

MILK.
j»03.

like to attend church, but I

acquaintance, formerly
theatreet here

near

of

| wtH1|

met

,n

0|.
°

Callfornts

the poet office

a week
ago, and be Invited mo to go to hla
on hla p'nespple ranch at
«,l(]
wished to go very much, aa I
W(|.
with
most
of bis
acquainted
family,
I wanted to see pineapples
growing t[ld
get one to eat. Ism fond of
and as my time Is limited, there
seem» to
be no other day when we can make
e0».
nectlon that will suit us both ss
well u

Wahiawa,

B„’,

J

pineapple,

this day.
am obliged to go a good
way around
to get to my frlend'a.
First I take tbs
tralo at Honolulu near 9 a. m., lor
W',|.
alua where la altusted the beautiful
hotel
Halelva on large and finely-kept
grounds
through which flow little rivers of
or wster let In from the
sea, the same
bridged at convenient and handy places
It la Indeed a charming place hid
sway
from the noise and bustle of the
business
world, I feel t hat I would be contented to
live here awhile, and be fanned
by the exbilerating sea-breczea that come In over
the waters ol the beautiful bay.
The train was about two and one-half
hours bringing me here from
Honolulu,
on

1

w,ter'

and 1 wou'dn’t have cared If It had been
longer, tor It was a delightful ride across

flats and aliallow lagoone, where there
were little shanties and
plenty of ducks

feeding and swtmmlng; through taro
(pol plant) patebee, rice fielda (rice growing In water) and ecree of auger cane. I
also saw slaal growing, which looked
very much

tbta la

like

our

California cacti, and

experlmant, I behave.

an

war min was loaded with excursionist*
going, many of them, out to the lemons
Era plantation. Some of the passengers
I reoognlzed as etora clerks whom I hid
bothered that 1 might see native and
oriental merchandise and jirice things
that I had no Intention of buying, and I
will any they were exceedingly pleasant
about it, too. I wondered at It.
Aa we rolled along over the road rails
with that click, cttok, click, I studied the
mountains as we came to them and passed
them by for the beautiful valleys, and It
seems to me that 1 eaw many craters of
extinct Tolcanoee. There must have been
a time In the world’s blatory when
this

whole country was on tire; and what a
spectacle to fishermen off shore— but
who

were

the fishermen?

This last phrase
along

comes

Into

head

my

sight of fish-venders
road.
There are stopping-

prompted by
the

the

places, where, Instead of peanuts, oranges,
bananas, candy and pop-corn, strings of
fresh fish

are

cried

for sale at

car

steps

ffltlitcsl.

~MorcEvi(lcnee.~
It is Coming in Rapidly in Ellsworth.

some

of water

famine, and would draw tenderby tbe thousands.
biek as i am, 1 caauot resist my tempta-

feet to it

Evidence

on

the following subject will

prove of interest to every Ellsworth reader.
Bo many people go through the same ex-

perience dally. This public statement
abonld be proof positive to every wavering doubter. Read It carefully:
Howard Gray, sailor, Surry road, three
miles from EUawortb, aayB: “It is impossible tor

me

to

describe wbat 1 suffered

from backache.

Of late years it was conand If not aching It was very
lame and weak.
Added to It there was

stantly

sore

distress In the head
and

a

general tired feeling,

when the attacks

were

In

the acute

stage acid In undue quantities was present
in the kidney Becretlons and my sleep was
much disturbed at night. Mrs. Gray used

dancing waterfalls,

and

shroud with

hands to

both

self and enable

me

as

I hold

to

ou

a

steady myto keep the deck, it is

with the keenest interest that I watch for
hours tbiB

everlasting hurrying of

fresh

water,to the sea, as if it had some great,
urgent mission work to do—perhaps to
water the fishes of the deep—and hadn’t
minute to spare in idleness, or for a
game of football.
I try to imagine something of the joy

a

J

L
6TBOLLED AWAY WITH

A

BIO

KISH.

Bear, who had left home without his
breakfast and was Just now looking
for something to eat.
“Ah,” cried Mr. Bear, “here is a boy!
I’ll eat him!”
And with that he walked up near to
where the boy was asleep. But when
he got within a short distance Mr.
Bear noticed the fishing pole. Now, as
much as the white bear likes nice little boys, he likes nice, fat fish better.
So Mr. Bear said to himself:
“I’ll pull that lino in and see if there
is anything on the hook."
He did so. and there was a good fat
fish there. Mr. Bear was much pleased
and sat down and ate the fish. Then
he threw the line in again, and, lo and
behold, he pulled out another fish. He
also ate this fish and a third whleb he
caught by tossing the line in again.
His hunger having been relieved, the
bear did not, of course, have any further desire to eat the Eskimo lad, but
turned on his heel and strolled away
with a big fish.—Chicago Tribune.

box 1 knew they

bought

has

dispensed

been

to

tinny tribes for ages, through
of these

others In the future but If the results obtained from Doan’s Kidney Pills can be

by

more

1

point

wouldu’t think any tree could

but here

they

courteous and

not

only

bow

grow but

their

where

thrive;
are

already

very
bent

I forms to us as we pass by.
Now along the lower coast of the rainy
taction we behold vast fields of sugar-cane
growing and broad acres being plowed
m *d otherwise
prepared for planting more.
T iis looks like a good farming country,
a. d yet I am told that they cannot raise
vegetables enough to eat because of the
worms. But in ’49 this island
army

Hawaii,

furnished

vegetables

miners of California.
Hilo village is in view, and

what

course to

Price 50 cent9
Mailed by Foster-Mil burn Co,*
Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the United
States.
e
Remember the name, Doan’s, and ta
no other.
box.

a

Banking.

6%

1b what your money will
Invested in shares of the

to

the

we are near-

earn

If

Ellsworth Loan and Bnilflin& Ass’n.

small groves of cocoauut trees growing
very near the water, in one place, on a
wave-washed

know

pursue to get relief.”
For sale by all dealers.

means

that I might say on
this water question, but I must make
haste with the good Bbip, else I will not
get to Hilo to-night.
Along the coast, here and there, we see

jagged, rocky,

I

depended upon

countless

or

water-courses.

There is much

taking effect and 1

a

(if the hearts of fish can and do feel the
ecstasy of joy and the sting of Borrow)
that

were

second; following the second up
with
a third, the last attack of backache
majestic spectacle of
I expect to ha?e
crags, and dashing, was absolutely stopped.

tion to gaze on this
towering bluffs and

admit the

If the country is pouring its bifalns and
its bread into the cities, and supplying
them with the energies of progress, its
life, what should the cities do but pour
back their wealth into the country, and
light it with the glow ol their borrowed

the

that

m«

top-gear of the sbipis being rarried
by the board, and yet 1 suppose this is
out an ordinary passage, and that it is
only iny landlubberness that is twisted
and affected in this way; and yet years
ago, on the Atlantic, pickle or brine ran
did
never
down my back a though I
who'e

In’s

Oemosthenese.

named

Doan’s Kidney Pills and told me ou more
public use, and to that than one occasion when she heard me
end are agitating the question of buying
complaining to go to Wiggin & Moore**
out local private water companies.
course of
One of tbese best flows secured would drug store for a box and take a
save our gem of a city from every danger
After using one
the treatment myself.

nan

truth of this statement.

channel

last

the

cross

named in my last letter.
Sometime* it seems to

it

us

In abundance for

her fires and

city. Slightly modified,

we

taking

expect

heeded.

Success has cheered
mankind, and Art has wrought her miracles, there you will find the rugged,
cheery, indomitable (ace of a farmer’s son
from our good old State of Maine.
Not long since a distinguished speaker
from New York remarked to a Bucksport
audience that no great man was ever born
in

is

and

re«

salaries and

wrought brilliant achievements
every department of thought and service.
fame

pouf dirjfr

we are

board

night is still upon u«,

newly created burdenly up to that which is wet and
fatted politicians,
and beautiful.
ind the needful improvements that affect
It is bard to understand why this
the farmer’s life and industry pass una
more
for one would
ux)K

Now we ire
to
rooming bouse .*
there Is no hotel open, md In
this
4
house there Isn’t
sufficient room
**
hunt round end find
qusrters

time yet.

some

MhonJ'

pier,

tikes

across

densome sinecures for

in

iana

traveling

continent to your desk for

who Lave

w nerever in mis Droaa

wi I be

trip

a

important part they have played in
history of the nation. Tbe rugged
bills and peaceful valleys of old Maine
are covered with tbe glory of her sons

of
and halls of Congress,
governors
states, judges of our supreme courts,
in his wake? His main wail is of a lack of
lenders at the bar, heads of banks, capappreciation.”
tains of industry are farmer’s son», and
Aunt Madge.
got their first training in nature’s great
gymnasium, in the open field, penetrating
Balm
Let ine'say I have used Ely’s Cream
deep forests, climbing rugged hills and
for catarrh and can thoroughly recommend it
mountains, yet when I look over the
for what it claims. Very truly, (Rev.) H. W.
record of our farmers in the civil service
Hathaway, Elizabeth, N. J.
of our country, and find they are not
I tried Ely’s Cream Balm and to all appearWhere
The terrible head- there, I ask myself the question:
ances am cured of catarrh.
Jacksons, our
aches from which I long suffered are gone.—W. did our Lincolns, our
J. Hltchcocb, late Major U. 8. Vol. and A. A. WebsterB, our great presidents, orators
and authors get their brains? Surely no
Gen., Buffalo, X. T.
The Balm does not irritate or cause sneezing. great man ever sprang from a race of
8old by druggists at 60 cts., or mailed by Ely idiots.
Brothers, 56 Warren St., New York.
Tbemen and women who have produced
great men must have in common some of
Subscribe for The American,
the elements of greatness in an active or
the

in

the

does nothing but embraee
opportunitiesiusually has his arms empty.
Opportunitiesjhave to be made, and the genius?
man who makes one is likely to embrace
Now while

who

seat

tbe

lighted

bite, lightning or bey.'
“And when she recites the battles won
by General Grant he continues:

representatives
Congress during *

a

Ha waiian

We are in what is called the dry bel',* 1
bold, hare statement of fact* teat
ibink. for now, as we get farther up the
need to be remedied, for so long as farcoast there is a great and sudden chsnge.
be represented by j
mer* are content to
I can see where the dry ends, and the
proxy, they will have law* that are not j
wet begins, and It is so sudden a change,
farmers’ laws; they will witness, g<Sfion
and so very different Is the landscape
after session, appropriat loti* that are not
j view. From a clear sky we are abruptly
at all in harmony with the economy they i
canopied with very dense and rourkyare obliged to practice in their daily volooktng clouds, and I can see that they
cations.
are having heavy showers on land while
They will see their taxes raised to' meet we
get but little rain on board the ship,
unwarrantable outlays, to pay constantly
and then the brown, dry land cornea sudit

have no doubt you will find it has added
from hve to ten per cent, to the length of
the lives of Its members.

take

hon-

Representative*.

do not make t his

picniclng. Some of our readers are ume and intensity of those lives no math“grangers” and] some of them who are ematician can compute. Grange gathernot “grangers” enjoyed the Field Day exings are the best tonic the farmer ever
ercises at BlaehiU mineral springs last
took in, and it ia rarely tbe case that a
week. What a happy occasion this annual
perverted patron tbinka it advisable to
is to the farmers and the farmers’

outing

THIP TO HILO.

Main*

and

200

than

dwindled

have

healing of the millions of the till-

of the soil of every clime and nation
sun?
Yes, our order offers the best inspiration and aid to the physical, intellectual
and moral life and development. Study
the statistics of mortality in the order,
and compare it with the mortuary record
of the rural population outside, and 1

t»*-* *•«*

fifty to about twenty-five in the last leg
Islature, and this in a state where about
one-naif of its popuiati-o la in the rare
district, and m arly one half it-* Health
invested in agriculture.
In other words, the farmers of Maine
hsve had less than one-twentieth part of
their just and rightful representation in

beautiful spring, rich in
virtues, and famous as a healthful beverage, remind us that our order la
mental

Wash'ng-

century the
number of farmers in our State legislature

not this

of

more

During the last quarter of

And

moral li'e that shall

_

|

body.
of

!n Maine who have found

Nature, and every throb of her

a
living fountain
jpy, of social and

our

period of more than eighty years, but
flve*ci»iimed to be farmers by occupation,
representing the more that? 50.000 farms

tillers of the soil live cloae to the
ours.

dignified

seat in that

that Maine has sent to

Nature in all

response In

co a

orable

grove screened with verdant
fit place fora day’* re**t and re-

a

to

i c-n’t find a aingl* o »e who
ded from a milking aiool on s

farm

unaffected graciousness?
a*»

few facts to Illustrate

>n.
-t

life-

giving properties
No beitei* place, no more appropriat
and suggestive spot, cnald have bi-en se
looted in Hancock county fora gathering
of this kind
For are we not toilers in
*s not this
t he vineyard of Nature, at d
foliage

a

that Maine has sent

in tor*

s

glorified

and

take

*is

po*itt m. ,i)f the forty governor* wloj
July 30, 1H03.
nve administered the Affair* of the State j
To the Editor of The American:
Maine smce its adoption «« a siate, two |
This will conclude rny story of my upn y
ac made some pretension* in the ,
f my
trip to HOo, but my letters
>e -f agriculture, and nut »f the fort>
the

medicinal

Friends:

Dear M. B.

wit it

ti«—o'

Architect

does

coming feet.

—

L

ipv.ted

>o

heart should find

shrilling locustlweaves,
of

to

have

<

bosom of

There is no wind to stir the leaves,
The harsh leaves over head;
Only the querulous cricket grieves.
A song

but s*ot of

d

brains— farmers. law
Chants—-their corn
leafy temple fash; tie-

We

The silent orchard isles are sweet,
With smell oCfrlpeulng fruit;
Through the sere grass, in shy retreat,
The robins strange and

xiei

her

The thistles show beyond the brook
Dust on their down and bloom.
And out of many a weed-grown nook
The aster flowers look
With eyes offender globm.

at

u.t?

unt.v U-r vgh
-e

creation for those who love

As if It dreamed of dune
And whispered in Its dream.

Flutter,

[The following Is »he thirteenth of a series of
letters from I*. G. Wooster, of Pasadena, I sl-t
io Tt-K AmkkicaW on his trip to the Hawaiian
Islands |

••

The granges «»f Hh;<*
their executive conn.

PACIFIC.

ACROSS THE

ir»f
th -t they are of a class of non compos merit in, a brainless c’nss of mechanic*!
8
-digu**rs.

the

t be

hick

comparably

County Grange
and Ladies and Gentlemen:

of

Master

Worthy

The purposes of this column art? succinctly
There is no more important problem stated In the title and motto—It la for the mu
before 4he Christian church of America tual benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
on;.
‘.
U>* let
-d, It is fur th» v m
today than that of dealing with the
moo use—a public servant, a purveyor of Instranger or the foreigner in our land. formation and
suggestion, a medium for the inI
The prayer of the church used to be. terchange of ideas. In this capacity It solicits
“Lord, open the doors of ad lands to c xmnunlcatlous, »3»d its success depends largethe gospel/’ and not only has this ly on the support given it In this respect. Com
munlcAtlons must be sign *1, but the flame of
prayer been answered, but God has
writer will not be printed except by permission
brought and is bringing to our shores
Communications will be subject to approval or
thousands and thousands from other
relection bv the editor of the column, but none
lands who are in serious need of the will be
rejected without good reason. Addres*gospel of Christ.
all communications to
The seriousness of the problem beThu American,
Kllsworth, Me.
fore the church today from the standpoint of the foreigner is evident when
All the long August afternoon,
we take into consideration several imThe little drowsy stream
portant facts concerning our foreigu
\> hlsjiers a melancholy tune.

(population.

of

Bltiehill Aug. 18 Address
Welcome by J. M. Hutchins.

At

Il.iylc.

to

In«

CourtponOtnct.

dormant stale, and yet the percentage of
farmers who have gone directly into the
councils of the state and nation la so insmall as to lead us at first to

ORANGE MEETING

fllutual Benefit Column.

ENDEAVOR.

is

now

A NEW SERIES
mon*
open, Shares, fl each;
payments, $1 per share.

WHY PAY RENT

when you can borrow on your
a first mortgage ana
reduce it every month. Montmy
payments*and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying tor
rent, and in about 10 years you
will

shares, give

OWN YOUR
For

OAyN^ HOME.

particulars Inquire of
see 7Hoar W. CDSHMAit,
First Jiat 1 Bank BUH-

A. W. KinOi President.

r*rjbe for The

native
the
men,
,nd window*, by
.nd girls.
•women, boy*
end where doe*
•‘Bet wnere Is the mnle,
In?” I think you areaskingabont
foe come
He la speeding along some!tb|e time.

good at none” Dover applied, for he did all

things well,

across
the eight-mile road,
Walalua and the pine■country, betwceu
Its master, and behind this
,pple ranch of
In an °P8n huW' 9lt a yoa"(5 son
cm

where

mule.

friend and his sister. They are the
the hybrid, and are growing
propellers of no doubt.
tbtir muscle,
comHere at the Huleiwa hotel-very
fortable quarters, I assure you—1 am
awaiting the arrival of the aforemenlook on while the
tioned mule, that I may
mtlea again.
brute measures that eight
I am also awaiting lunch, but there la
between me and It, ao I
atill a hall hour
atroll ou the winding walks of the hcauI come up to a bevy of
tllul grounds.
with bsrc feet. Bitting on
young damsels
a bed of flowera,
with
grsss around
0[

n

brought

wing of

the

drawing

It

mo

bo

sees

“nothing doing” I did not
Ret up mornings until nearly 4
o’clock,
but how long before that
my guest had
been walking the deck, and
looking
around, I did not learn. I believe, howanything special to do he can get up early.
Possibly that early-rising leads to good
habiis, promotes proper ethic* iu one’s
life, and is quite conducive to morality in
general. Anyhow I never knew an earlyriser to injure a friend, abuse au animal
or willingly oppose a
neighbor.
The wind breezed a little, and we
got
under way. My smart old friend was the
last to sprightly push off from the gangway, and to heartily wish for us favoring

mule

I start to go and get nlgli to the fountain In front when I am balled to return.
1 meet a boy of about fourteen summers

May he. and bis kind,
joy the early mornings
of life’s

friend’s only eon, and that he has
three sisters, two of whom were members
of my Sunday school class In the stales
Is my

One

"Where’s your mule, my lad?”
"He Is out here tied to the fence,” Is the

-talion

for roy valise and umbrel a (I
go without the latter, even If 1
leave behind the former), and follow the
boy, going right through the hotel and
1 call

a

way to the
want to be
summer

suit which is

left of

a

to

there

not
best

this

eating

the
a

pineapple plantation
good ripe pineapple.

which

Tb° lire

about

was

com-

csus-d

wa-

Tne
about

hidden

some

Nobody took any stock in what
except the headquarters man, who

took down the

location of

hidden

the

given

The paper was afterward
to Ns.vc im b’rf mot her, who found
box containing $625 in a stone wall.
wealth.

location of

the

a

tin

a

The

given by Newcomb

It is seldom

perfect.

was

box

anybody

any attention to an insane man
hidden money, but in this case it

pays
about

proved

good weakness.
_

alP

|

to feel

anxiety as to wbat will be !
the outcome of this adventure. I wish I
at

of

money.
he aaid

mule

considerable
was

in-

GREEN LAKE LUMBER CO.
-"
! Sketch of One of Hancock County’s
eight
Recently Established Industries.

buggy,
me

of the Lubac sardine

an

one

the animal’s

miles of road ahead of us, and
between the thills of this red
three lumped together, cause

baif

List Thursday Eugene Newcomb, of
Carmel, was confined in the insane ward
of the Bangor jail. He was talking incoherently on a hundred different subjects,

paint,

the

wrecks (here in

re

people, will probably be rebuilt. Several firemen were severely hurt by falling
timbers.

The

yonder in the sky, and

Th<

400

light in color, and I

whip

>

tlie

near

buy.

exp'oaiou of gas in an oven.
factory, which gave employment to

boy says that he has left
bis black-snake at home. 1 am sorry,
although I think I shall join a humane
society for the prevention of cruelty to
dumb animals the first chance 1 get.
But those black, lowering clouds up
right rump.

island

Mscuias

century, many of them total, and

by

think it is all right as it is.
To avoid any transformation, 1 pull on
my storm-coat, and cover my legs well
with a lap robe.
Now we are ready to atari the mule
homeward. Weil, after awhile the lad got
him turned around; tiieu be applies what
there is

of

rnnce

thirds of its value.

on our

pineapple plantation, I do
painted. I have on my

Libny

on or near

eii

life-saving

h

pany was burred Sunday, causing a loan
of $40 000. It was insured for about two-

it is done.
two

penno'ii.g for

Factory B.

the back door, and as I descend the
broad steps I see the sleepy mule hitched
to a red topless buggy in the rear, and to
• fence-rail in front.
I aay a “red” buggy; the fact is buggies paint themselves, running on these
red-soil country roads, through dry and
liquid sunshine. You can readily see how

or

i*»

volving the loss of many lives.

oat

coat

Richardson.

have been f irty-fw

never

new

days

Winnowing* of News,
Novelty anil Nonsense.

canal

on a

en-

Week’s

M*-clnm

repij.

Now that the buggy la

to

and all the

evening!

blawa.

and will take

long

live

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.

years ago. These two are scboolmarma
and are two objects of my visit to Wa-

fresh with

fair weather.

winds and

winters here), who says he

no

was

ever, that as a rule he never gets up before
3 o’clock in the
forenoon, but if there is

near.

(there are

a

or

understand.

As there

spacious

the

cargo all lost

come to

verauda. Tlie atmosphere Is very soft,
and the breeze fans mo gently as I remain
and am bathed In
a while In the open air,
flue llqu d sunshine.
There Is no report from the mule yet.
1 think that be is a long lime coming. 1
tell mine host that I will take another
stroll through his beautiful grounds, and
1 sslr him to call

home in

battered condition,
destroyed, and about
everything gone excepting the boy’s boots;
they were saved.
It was lately my
privilege to have this
man’s company on
ray vessel for a couple
of days.
T ie vessel is doubtless something different from those he sailed on
sixty years ago, but I believe there is
nothing new that he did not observe and
the

lels or wreatba.
need.ia and twine, making
the plan
da 1 seek Information regarding
one of their
„f making these pretty lels,
I lcsrn
number volunteers to show me.
the Princess David.
,be Is s sister of
Now my lunch Is over. 1 ate it at a
ouo

all mis-

to buy the boots. On return
passage the vessel was wrecked on MonheShe
gau.
was afterward
floated and

the

on

notwithstanding

coaster,

y

table set

and

fortunes, he has, by energy, industry, and
an abstemious
life, gathered the fruits
that may comfort old
age.
He once told me of the first
pair of boots
he owned; ho had saved all the
money be
could earn for Borne
time, and sent to
Boston in the fall, by the mate of a

now,

Well fifteen or twenty good strokes of
damaged whip have induced our mule

tbe

to get underway and be has actually gone
ten feet or ten rods (distances are very
deceiving) in a slow trot.

P. G. Wooster.
(To be continued.)
Another Smart Oi«l Man.
Deer Isle, Aug. 19,1903.
To the Editor of The American:
The American quite often tells of
some smart old resident of the
county—of
how much work he or she has done In a
given time—and It is always interesting.
I have read Mrs.
Mary O. Carr’s letter
over more than once.
She doesn’t tell
how smart Hhc j«*, or ha* f^eu, but the
reader exn guea* ah that f >r hiuiself, and
fed t-uie that her life La* not been a
failure.
The»e smart old peop!e of the county,
however humble have b<.en their stations,
■or however
limited the possibility of ap-

The Green Lake Lumber Co. was incorporated in 1902. In June of that year
ground was broken for a plant at Goose

pond which
quarter from

situated

is

a

mile and

the Maine Central

a

railroad

station at Green Lake.
the company has as fine a mill
be found In Hancock county; it is
110x50 with a boiler and engine-room
with the
35x40. The mill is equipped

To-day

as can

improved machinery

latest

for the

manu-

facture of long and short lumber. The
power is furnished by a 300-horse power
engine.
Last February the company organ sawing spruce lumber, the daily capacity
being about 40 M. The sawing of spruce
was
finished about May 15, aud then
hard wood,
began the manufacturing of
is
mainly beech, birch and maple, which

rotary and is
then cut the desired leugths, which is
first

sawed In plank

from

14',4

to 91 Inches.

upon the small
1 ■.xlv..

Odd

can

saws

readily

wood Is used

on

the

It is then worked
Into bars

orstrlppers

see

that most

advantage.

to

This

the

of

wood

is

used (or chair stock for which the comBesides the
has a large contract.

pany

the

hair stock

company has manufac-

cant dog stock for
nobly helped tured considerable
find a ready sale.
way for after generations to which they
facilities
he the more comfortable and
This company has unlimited
happy.
Such good and worthy people should be for hard as well as soft wood which being
at all
noticed and praised while living—they on the shote of the poud is available
been kept
®*y n°t appreciate it after they are dead; times of the year. A crew has
the lost ten months;
while no healthy,
living person is ever so cboppiug logadurmg
old, or so lost to emotion, that he does there are thirty-five men in the wuous,
in aud arouud the
®ot value
the honest
approbation of aud about forty-eight
under
others, wh*o kindly and sensibly be- mill. The company has labored efforts
parent great
to clear the

usefulness,

stowed.
I will tell of
one,
who U really not

have

some

difficulties, but by untiring

it has built np
puritanical neighbor, and perseverance
in this
best business enterprises
very old—only seventy- the

one

a

of

sec-

seven—but he has met with a number of tlon of the State.
mill it has
Besides the erection of this
misfortunes that might have knocked out
and stable,
* less
able ana determined man, while he built a large boarding-house

still literally on deck.
In early middle life be met with a
peculiar injury to a
knee, which withered
the leg, Hnd
pUt kjm on crutches for a
dumber of years. Later in life a building^tage broke down, and dropped him on a

t0cky lodge

A year and

some

twenty-odd

feet below.

fast team ran
bn down in the
darkness, and the docdoubted the possibility of successBut,
setting the fractured bip.
t ai'ks to
their skill und endeavors, with
a
healthy and helpful subject, he came
i
rough the ordeal of suffering and dan*er> and is at the present time acting as
of a yacht, taking out
sailing par,eH
from Northwest Harbor, and the
Parties never went out in more safe or
more

ago

a

j*Uy

faster

Reliable
^

hen

care.

boy be went to sea, then became
a
caulker, a joiner, a painter, aud was ever
genluB at many useful and profit^ ready
e
occupations of mechanical k1"'*
clocks cr Sling tu*"
caE^t?®
the
a

saying;

‘AJ^

be found artia store where may
genusually kept in a well-regulated

and also
cles

rai store.

asked
“Were you ever on the^ stage?”
the
“Only once,” replied
he cabbage.
cast lor the villain and
?g. “I was then
iade a great bit.”
for trout?” in“Is this a good place
had
just arrived.
who
the
angler,
uired
other, who
to be,” replied the
It

seems

been

nd

for

fishing there patiently
don’t appear to be disposed

ours; “they
leave it.”

latest compo“I understand that your
lea,
Itlon is becoming very popular.
musician;
nswered the thorough
elements ol merit
me, it has some
spite of that

onji

efieve

fact.’_
la not so
there is in a

tocuperatlon—there
llnarv

vacation

as

refreshes the
Sarsaparilla, which
dulled appetite, reblood, sharpens the
Hood’s Samaracourage. Take

n"d’s

•d

fes
a

much in the
stogie botile

the lost

this

summer.—Advt.

&yeg full of sleep, yet alert and anxious to do Ills duty. We all three eon
tinued our progress to the fourth floor.
Arrived In front of No. 222, we listened
intently, blit, we could only hear a faint
occasional groan.
“He’s nearly dead,” I said.
The
By ARNOLD BENNETT
manager called aloud, but there was
no answer.
Then he vainly tried to
The niglit porter deopen the door.
Copyright,, 19U3, by T. C. McClure
parted and returned with a stout pair
of steel tongs. With these and the natThe date was the 6th of November. ural ingenuity peculiar to hotel porters
It was a Friday, and yet there are peo- he forced open the door, and we entered No. 222.
ple who affect to believe that Friday Is
A stout, middle aged man lay on the
not a day singled out from its six combed fully dressed in black.
On the
panions for mystery, strangeness ami floor near the bed was a silk hat. As
disaster. The number of the room was we approached the great body seenwd
222. The hotel I shall call by the name to flutter, and then It lay profoundly
The manager put
of the Grand Junction 'erminus hotel. I and terribly still.
The Grand Junction is full every his hand on the man’s head and held
the glass of his watch to the man’s
night in'the week except Friday, Satparted lips.
urday and Sunday. Every commercial
“He is dead,” said the manager.
traveler knows that, except on these
“H’m!” I said.
nights. If he wishes to secure a room
“I’m sorry you’ve been put to gny
he must write or telegraph for it in ad- Inconvenience,”
said
the
manager,
vance. And there are 400 bedrooms.
“and I’m much obliged to you.”
The cold but polite tone was a reIt was somewhat late in the evening
when I arrived in L-. On the spur quest to me to re-enter my own chamof the moment 1 decided to stay at the ber and leave the corpse to the manand the night porter. I obeyed.
Grand Junction if there was space for ager
**«•••*
me.
is
It
thus that fate works.
“What about that man?” I asked the
I walked into the hall, followed by a
hall porter early the next, or. rather,
platform porter with my bag. The the same, morning. I had not slept a
place seemed just as usual, the perfec- wink since 3 o’clock, nor had I heard a
tion of the commonplace, the business- sound in the corridor.
like and the unspiritual.
“What man, sir?” the porter said.
“You know,” I returned rather an“Have you a room?” I asked the
young lady in black whose yellow hair grily—“the man who died in the night
shone gayly at the office window under —No. 222.”
“I assure you, sir,” he said, “I haven’t
the electric light.
the least notion what you mean.”
She glanced at the ledgers in the imYet his face seemed as honest and
passive and detached manner which ho- open ns ever.
tel young ladies with yellow hair invaliiquin’u ;ti im* uant- iui me uinmiriably affect and ejaculated:
ger and after some difficulty saw him
-No. 221.”
in his private office.
“1 thought I'd just see about that
“Pity you couldn’t make it all twos,”

THE EPISODE
IN ROOM 222

j
I ventured, with timid jocularity. How man." I began.
“What man?” the manager asked excould I guess the import of what I was !
actly as the porter had asked.
saying?
“Look here,” X said, as I was now
She smiled very slightly with a disreally annoyed; “it's all very well givtant condescension.
“Name?” she deing instructions to the hall porter, and
ma tided.
I can quite understand you want the
“Edge.”
thing kept as quiet as possible, but I
in another moment I was in the ele- saw the corpse and was of some assistance

vator.

to

you”—

“Excuse me," said the manager. “Either you or I must be completely mad.”
“Do you mean to say.” I remarked,
with frosty sarcasm, “that you didn’t
enter room 2122 with me this morning
at 3 a. m. and And a dead man there?”
“I mean to say just that,” he answered.
“Well”— I got no further. I paid my
bill and left, but before leaving I went
and carefully examined the door of No.
The door plainly showed marks
222.
of some iron instrument.
“Here.” I said to the porter as I departed. “Accept this half crown from
I admire you.”
me.

No. 221 was the last door but one at
the end of the eastern corridor of the
fourth floor. It proved to be a double
bedded room, large, exquisitely ugly,
but perfectly appointed in all matters
of comfort. In short, it was characteristic of the hotel. I knew that every,
bedroom in that corridor presented exactly the same aspect. One instinctively felt the impossibility of anything
weird, anything bizarre, anything terrible, entering the precincts of an abode
so solid, cheerful, orderly and middle
class.
It will be well for me to relate all
that I did that evening. I went down
*»*•*»•
to the billiard room and played a hunTo show
dred lip with the marker.
In the course of my subsequent travels I once more found myself late one
that my nerves were at least as steady
as usual that night I may mention that,
night at the Grand Junction Terminus
although the marker gave me fifty and hotel.
“Mr. Edge," said the night porter,
beat me, I made a break of twenty odd
which won his generous approval. The “I’ve been looking out for you for
weeks and weeks. The manager's comgame concluded, I went into the hall
and asked the porter if there were any
pliments, and he would like to see you
telegrams for me. There were not. I in his room.”
noticed that the porter—it was the night
Again I saw the youngish, alert manporter, and he had just come on duty- ager.
“Mr. Edge,” he began at once, “it is
seemed to have a peculiarly honest and
attractive face.
Wishing him good probable that I owe you an apology.
At any rate I think it right to inform
night, I retired to bed.
At 3 o’clock I awoke, not with a j you that on the night of the 5tli of Nostart, but rather gradually. I know it vember, the year before last, exactly
twelve months before your last visit
was exactly 3 o’clock because the strikj
ing of a notoriously noisy church clock j here, a stout man died in room No. 222
in the neighborhood was the first thing at 3 a. m. I forgot the circumstance
I heard. 15ut the clock had not awak- when you last came to see me in this
I felt sure that something room.”
ened me.
“It seems queer,” I said coldly, “that
else, something far more sinister than a
you should have forgotten such a circhurch clock, had been the origin of dis
cumstance.”
turbance.
I listened. I lien l heard it again. it
was tlie sound of a groan in the next

indisposed, either in body
or mind,” I thought lightly, and I tried
to go to sleep again. Hut I could not
sleep. The groans continued and grew
more poignant, more fearsome. At last
I jumped ont of bed and turned on the
light.
"’That man. whoever he is. is dying.”
‘‘Some

one

The idea, ns it were, sprang at my
throat. “Only a man who saw Death
by his side and trembled before tin' apparition could groan like that.”
I put on some clothes and went i’l
it seemed to stretch
to the corridor,
away into Illimitable distance, and far
off a solitary electric light glimmered
My end was a haunt of gloomy shad
ows. except where the open door allowed tlie light from my bedroom to
illuminate the long, monotonous pattern ot the carpet.
I proceeded to the door next my own
—the door of No. 222, and put my ear
against the panel. The sound of groans
was now much more distinct and more
No
answer.
I
called.
terrifying.
“What's the matter?” I inquired. No
answer. Then 1 tried to open the door,
but it was fast.
“Yes,” I said to myself, “either he's
dying or he's committed a murder and
is feeling sorry for it. 1 must fetch the

night porter.”
I was compelled
endless

along

find my way
corridors and down
to

flights of stairs apparently

innumera-

Here and there nn electric
sought with its yellow eye to pie*
the gloom. At length 1 reached the
hall.
“There's a man either dying or very
ill in No. 222.” I said to the night por
ble.

I:

ter.

"Is that so. sir?” he replied.
"I think lie's dy“Yes,” I insisted.
ing. Hadn’t you ’.letter do something?”
"If you think lie’s dying, sir. I'll call
up the manager. Mr. Thorn.”
“Do.” 1 said.
Tlie manager slept on the first floor,
and

ne

replied,

t was not

that time. My prededied two days after the discovery of the corpse in room 222.”
“And the night porter—is he, too, a
new man?”
“Yes,” said the manager. “The porter
who, with the late manager, found the
corpse in room 222 is now in llanwell Lunatic asylum.”
“Then you think," [ said, “that I was
tl'.p victim of a hallucination on my
previous visit here?”
“On these matters." said the man
agcr. “I prefer to think nothing."
cessor

room.

man

••rue tact is,
the manager at

he
in

a

1

s ion

appeared, a youngish
dressing gown, his

terra cotta

Th«*

K

ibbil

an

n

Gardener.

Among the unpaid gardeners who
keep certain parts of our landscape
trim must be reckoned the humble rab"Itabbit turf" on the juniper
bit.
studded slopes of the Surrey hills, or
the verges of the Devonshire cliffs, is
almost tlie finest sward existing. The
constant nibbling of the rabbits, which
work steadily outward from their burrows. cropping the grass again and
again closer than does a mowing machine. dwarfs not only the grass, but
all other plants and herbs. They also
nibble the furze bushes and bunches of
heather into cushions and blunt cones
and give to the ground which they frequent the appearance of being covered
with artificially rounded and trimmed
shrubs and bushes so characteristic of
the sides of downs, an effect which the
numbers of ant hills aid in producing.
On some parts of the coast, especially
In the sand hills which protect low
lands from the sea. rabbits occasionally
threaten to produce very much more
serious changes In the landscape than
this. They burrow into the sand hills
And weaken them until they are .ns
longer the firm barrier that they were.
Over the whole of the coast of Holland
the board which has control of the
dike^and dams has plenary powers to
enter upon any estate in the “dunes”
fringing the sea and then and there
to kill, slay and exterminate the rabbits without asking permission if. In
the judgment of ils officers, they are
weakening the sand hills.—Spectator.

TOO FEW MAIL CLERKS.
Maine’s

Summer
Business Giving
Them a Great Hustle.

Perhaps

no

class of

one

men, outside

trainmen of the passenger service of
the Maine railroads, hav^’ so clear a conception of what the summer visitor business of the State is, as the
railway mail
clerks. With the coming of the warm
weather their work, which is never light,
begins to increase, and for about five
months they know not what it means to
the

catch

a

few moments for

Especially

loafing.

true is this last of the

men

hat is officially known as
the Boston & Bangor route.
It is over
this route that Hancock county’s mall
comes aud goes, and it
is the one main
route from the rest of the country into
who

are on

the State.
So arduous

clerks
only required to
every
week, though being
paid for all time. Under different arcould
not stand the
rangements they
work for any great length of time.
To illustrate what they have to stand:
The night crew has to be at its car in the
yard at Boston at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, and from that hour until the train
leaves are busy sorting out mail for poini s
This crew gets the
along their run.
great bulk of alt the Maine mail from tbe
big Boston business honses. These letters are usually done up in bunches of
100 letters, and there are forty bunches to
this

on

work

they

are

other

pouch.

a

the duties of the

are

that

run

According

theory

to

all the

mail, both letters and newspapers, which
is in the car when tbe train leaves Boston
must be worked over and distributed in
its

places,

proper

thrown off at

or

the

regular stations, before the train reaches
Portland.
idm

in

is

practice

tneory oniy,
isn’t that way.

it

fault of the

clerks

the

run

in

This

actual

is

no

the cars, but is due

on

sufficient amount
being picked up
and the clerks being only

entirely*to the lack of
of help. Letters are

along

ior

a

human, can do so much and no more. At
Portland another big batch of letter mail
is received. It is from the different divisions centering in Portland and is bound
to points in central and eastern Maine.
The clerks are game and tackle it, but it
is uphill work, aud their success is not
always of the best.
This has been clearly demonstrated the
present summer by the fact that scarcely
a morning passes that this crew does not
reach Bangor with a number of packages
of letters which have not been opened in
the

car.

the time the crew arrives in Bangor
they have been at work for from twelve

By

hours,

to fifteen

for

this

train

is

fre-

quently late,

and every minute wh'ch it is
behind the schedule increases the hours

of labor for the

They

in the mail

men

car.

suppose d to have time for
luuch on the trip down, but during the
rushing days of summer it is a “ten-one”
shot that they let the lunch hour go,contenting themselves witn a sand wich or a
chunk of pie. They go to bed, but have
to get out early in the afternoon so as to
get to the car and begin work, in order
that they may be somewhere near up with
the

are

procession.

And what has been said of t he
tbe

night

those

on

runs

the

When the

applies with equal

day

each of these

of

truth to

runs.

schedule

summer

effect in June

crews

one man

night

was

went

taken

into
of

out

aud

put upon
the New York and Portland run, that !s>
in the car which comes through from
Gotham to Portland on the Pine Tree
limited. In their places were put intx

perienced

crews

As it

men.

three months for

requires, at least,
to

a mau

ciently acquainted with

become suffithe routine of

the run, it can be seen that these men are
a hindrance rather than a help in the cars.

It is this lack of a sufficient crew, to
with the great iucrease in tbe
amount of mail matter being bandied,
over previous years, which is making tbe
mail service so poor, or, rather, slow this
gether

summer.

The

cannot handle it fast enough
its reaching its destination at

crews

to insure

Frequently,

the time it ehould.
of

the

inability

through

runs

amount of

of the

to

work

crews

out

because
on

the

ttie

great

After breakfast a ride on the cars to the beautiful Saratoga lake, while away an hour In the
rustic theatre or In a sail over the smooth
waters; then continue on your trolley trip and
ramble through the nearby historic towns of
Schuylerville, Gates, Burgoyne, Stiilwater, etc.
This is one day at Saratoga, the most brilliant,
the grandest, the sparkling resort of America.
The Boston & Maine railroad runs through
cars Boston to Saratoga, and tickets during the
summer mouths. Boston to Saratoga, can be
purcha ed at a round trip rate of $8.60

'EWjertfaemntta.

Your Liven
Is it acting well?

Bowels

regular? Digestion good? If
not, remember Ayer’s Pills.
your moustache or beard a
beautiful brown or rich black ? Use

(WBuckingham’s
ant Dye
50cts. of

dfuggistsor R P

THIS
sure

& Co

Nashua, N

H

CATARRH

REMEDY
is

Hall

to

GIVE

SATISFACTION.

ELY'S emu mi
Gives Relief at once.
It Cleanses, suothes
the dl-eased
It cures
momlirani'
ami
catarrh
drives
away col<t in the head
it
Is
abq'ilcfc I v.
sorbed.
Heals
and
Memprot< cts the
brane. Restores the Senses of Taste and Smell.
Full size, 50c at druggM*’ or by mall; Trial
Size, 10c bv mail. ELY BltOTki is-RS, 56 Warreu St., New York.
an<1 heal-

HAY FEVER

Dr, Emmons’

to
i.\:tth1y Regulator has brought happiness
I undredaof anxiouswomen. There is positive,
!v uc> other rci .otly known to medical science
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
from
Longest nnu most obstinate irregularities
Loved immediately. Success gun r.
ny cause
nteedd’...rvsMge. No pain, danger,or Inter,

:.v. >k. Have relieved hundreds of
loranc.:
dilu.
ages where others havo railed. The most
suitcase fa successfully treated by mail, andl benNo
instance.
in
ntcea
results
every
eficial
guara
li.ik whatsoever. Wo treat hundreds of ladies
whom weneversee. Writef»>rfurtherpnrticulara and free conlidential advice. Donotimtoff
ReLoo long. All letters truthfully answered.
member, this remedy is absolutely safe under
leaves
and
positively
uvery possible condition
uo after iil effect upon the health. Sent by mail,
securely sealed, f ‘2.00. Money letters should bo
EMALONS
W.
CO., 170 IreDll.
J.
registered.
mout St., Boston, Mass.

mail which

they have, letters
beyond their
destinalioa, and va u ble hours a*e iost in
their reaching the one to whom they are
are

Gaiety at Saratoga.
Saratoga! the dashing resort, the sporting
spa, the health-giving haunt, where wearied
minds and worn out frames And health and de»
light in the pure atmosphere and the gushing
springs, is now at its season's height.
Racing has commenced, and for twenty days
a grand scene typical of American sporting Ufa
can be witnessed at the famous spa
The thoroughbred horses, fine limbed and perfectly
shaped, the speediest In the world; the midget
jockles' who have gained fame in France and.
England; the millionaire who deserts his Wall
street office for the exciting race track, the
fashionably dressed ladles of Chicago, New
York and Boston society—they are all there,
and they depict a scene which is strange to
everyone but the summer Saratogian.
Note the excitement and enthu»lusm at the
track, the noise and bustle In the betting ring,
the cheers when a lavorlte wins, the tense silence and the following thunderous roar and
shout when a straggler, following .the hunch,
plods grimly on; ere the half Is reached he la
gaining faster, he advauces, gaining still onward throjgh the field, on the out-dde at the
turn, second In the stretch, and in a whipping
finish is victor by a head. This la an every day
scene st Saratoga Springs.
In the evening there is a continual promenade
on the beautiful and spacious Broadway, Saratoga's Pennsylvania avenue, hundreds walking up and down, the hotel verandas crowded,
their magnificent courtyards scenes of festive
gaiety, the dazzling fountains cooling the
breezes for the laughing throng, while the
strains of sweet music wafted from the hotel
orchestras would please old Orpheus himself.
In the morning the proper thing Is first to
visit the famous springs, a run across to Congress Spring park, but you are not the first to
quaff this purer thau uec.ar; it really seems as
though the throng of ladles and gentlemen had
come with the first rays of the approaching
dawn, for it is yet but 6 30, and hundreds are
sitting at the tables drinking this sparkling

carried miles and

miles

We

promptly obtain U. S. and Foreign

addressed.

Clerk Mardoing all iD his

It is understood that Chief
shall of this district

is

power to have the number of clerks es
to the district increased so that a
much better service can be given.

signed

I had a running, Itching gore on my leg.
Suffered tortures. Doan’s Ointment took away
the burning and Itching Instantly, and quickly
effected permanent cure.” C. W. Lenhart, Bowllug Green, O.—Advt.

P Send model, sketch or photo of invention for \
f free report on patentability.
For free book, (
J> HowtoSecureTn IHC 39JIDI/0 Vl1
t.
Patents and
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GASKOWI

OPPOSITE U S. PATENT DFFlCE

WASHINGTON. D.C'.
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W

favor and excellence every
the event of last week and may-

was on

as

better than

“Romeo and Joliet”
Emery bail on Wednesday n»gbt.

OallisoTi. who has been spending
with his parents,. D. W.
Gsilioon and wife, has returned to Boston,
bis

va.-fttion

Maddoeke, wife and two children,
Aseneth, also Master Harry
Mttddocks. of Xicolio, visited Mrs. Emma

ever

Carl

and

Carter

recently.

has

Walter Snowman

E.

Auk. 23.

Rev. J. P. Simon ton, pastor.
Rundav, Aug. 30- Morning iwflce «t
10.30
Sunday acftoot at 11 45. Epwortb
U’M»;>ie meeting »t 7 30 p. D).
Tuesday evening meetings omitted during July and Augn*t.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
Trenton—Service Sunday at ?■ 30 p. to.;
Bay tide at 7 JO. Mr. Si monton.
UNION OONQ’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Ret. J. A. Scheuerte.
j
Sunday, Aug 30—Prase blog service at

play

in

^

Miss Gertrude Conant has been spendin# ibe week with relatives in Orriugtoo.
George Montgomery arrived borne Moo
day from a vacation trip in Massachusetts.

Alvin

before.
For three days all roads led to Robin
Hood park, and “Are you going to the
show” or “Have you been to the show”

BY TRB

will be the

ministrator of

everybody’s lips.

qualified

tbe estate of

as

ad-

Charles J.

10 30 a. m. Sundav school at 11.30 a. m.
service at 7 30
Benjamin F. Gilley, of Barre, VtM is Evening
Adams, Mr and Mr# .lame#—Brook Mae. Mas*
Weekly prayer meeting Friday evening
—(rrant cottage. Mi## Adam#, James Adam-*
in
a week or ao with relatives
spending
at
7
JO.
BaCuh, Mr and Mr# J A—Banner—Bacon colUNITARIAN.
town.
tope. Carlo# Bacon.
fect.
Baldwin. Mr# Grace— Boston— Campbell cotRev. 8. W. Sutton, pastor.
Daniel Cuttity returned to Randolph,
Master Baldwin, Boston.
In point of number of ribbons captured,
tage
Advertising Hate* Are reasonable, and will
Bartleit. Mr and W H Bartlett—Bangor—
Tbe service at tbia cburcb will be disMaas., on Monday after a visit to bis
the honors of the show belong to W. B.
be made mown on application.
BeUcrieta. Madam Bartlett, Charles Bartlett,
continued during August.
home bere.
G H Hammond.
Leeds, of New York, whose fifteen entries
BAPTIST.
Babstow, Mr# A I>— Rack Bay, Boston—Bar
Business communications should be addressed took nine blue ribbons, five reds and one
Tbe Buckaport baseball team defeated
Mr# K E Clark, Boston.
slot# cottage
Rev David Kerr, pastor.
to, and all money orders made payable to Tti* yellow.
Boakdm*s, Mr and Mrs James A—Bangor— the Old Towns at Old Town on Saturday
Board mat* cottage.
Sunday, Aug 30—Morning service at
HanocK.a Coowty Publishing Com Ells
a score of 9 to 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Clement B. Newbold’s Bowes.
Mr and Mrs E P Bowen—Newton Cen- by
10.30. O d Home week sermon by tbe pasworth, Maine.
entries captured four bluee, two reds and
tre. Mass—Ptoirriew. Mrs S K Whiting, MasEvening
William T. Sherman, of the- Boston tor. Sundav school at 11 46.
ter Kidder Bowen.
service at 7 30. C. E topic: Our Duty to
two yellows.
W. C. AUUon was next on
CLakk. Mr# F lew!#
Spokane, Wash—Mr# poetoffice. U in town with Mrs. Sherman tbe Stranger.
the honor list with three blues, two reds
M J Wlard. Orlando. New Mexico, Mr# A L
at Mra. John Atwood’s.
Prayer meeting Friday at 7J0 p. ro.
Ncwbej, Spring Valley, N T, Master Teddy
and one yellow. Other prominent winSouth Hancock—Service Sunday at 2 30
Clark.
Forrest Goodwin and wife, of Boston,
ners were:
A. D. Addison, two blues and Doank, Mr and Mr# W W Doane— Bangor
m ; Hancock at 7.30 p ro.; Mr. Kerr.
are viaiting Mrs.
Gooodwln’a parents, p.
Emery, Prof Harry C, Yale—<>o#bg Lodge.
a yellow; A. J. Cassatt, two blues and two
OOKQRKOATIONAL.
Mi## A C Emery, B-own, Ml## Sally Crosby; Capt. and Mrs. Joseph Clay.
Mis# E K Crosby, Mt«»C W Crosby, Topeka,
Rev. J. Af. Adams, pastor.
yellows; V. E. Macey. a blue, two reds
Pooler A Dean furnished part of a cargo
Kan; John Crosby, Minneapolis.
and two yellows.
Church closed daring August.
Fkek#R, Mr# A L—'rtangor—(Vahtree Lodge.
The championship ribbon for the beat OKSNT. Mr and Mr# G»*o H Eli#wortb—Juni- of lumber for tbe three master “Theresa
Wolff” which towed to Bangor to finish.
per cotto^e—Mi ■»# Marie Grant
horse in tbethow went to Woodbine, Mr.
Hale. Mr# R M— Ellsworth—PhilUp* cottage.
Tbe schooner “Ned P. Walker” dieand Mrs. Clement B. Newbold's handMi#s Hale.
I
First-class variety ami 5 and 10
Lord. Vt#*e# France# and Natalie—Winter charged a cargo of coal here this week ClTORE
some chestnut gelding, which won several
Carrie* a good line of nocent store.
Para. Fla—Roeelot cottage.
blue ribbons daring the meet.
Lord, Prof and Mrs ll G—Colombia univer- i for Buckley A Preble, and the “T. A. tions. crockery, glass, agate, tin and wooden
N Y—Broad Hew— Miases Lord aud Wer- Stuart” •
so tea* aud coffee*.
ware.
A
Situated in best
sally
for
T
M.
Ntcbo.aou.
was
the
banner
In
cargo
Wednesday
day
point
ner and Tommy Lord.
Established 14 year*,
location in the city.
of attendance and in the varied attracMacCot, Mr# 'V Alexander. Brvn Mawr. l*a—
Bucksport seems to be represented by and doing good business. Best of reasons for
McFarland cottage.
Ml--*?. Mac Coy, W LoAddress Box 85, Rockland, Me.
tions. Every box was taken, the big cov- i
j but one trotting horse this summer, Capt selling.
gan MacCoy.
ered grandstand wrs full, and crowds of Mamis, Mr and Mr# John
OUSE
My home at Town Hill. Eden.
R—Bangor—Mason Bennett’* speedy mare Beulah, who will
1 Faimof 40 to 50 acres. Good field aud
cottage- W iiltam .Ma-on.
eager, applauding
people swarmed all Nichols,
start at Camden and in several other cf
4 C
Cuts 15 to is ton* of hay. Two story
Boston—The Crag* Mr Nichover the place.
onse. large stable, all in g«H>d
tbe fall races.
ols, Mr# Patten, t. E Nichols, Somerville.
23 24
%
repair. Location. 8 miles from Har Harbor at a Northeast
The event of the day, which probably Rickfr, Mr aud Mrs Y J —Bangor-Maurice
30 31
his Harbor and 6 mile* from Quarrvvllle, where
Walter J. Creamer has started
Kicker.
most interested the crowd, was the fourare good markets for any farm product*.
Robinson, Dr and Mr-* D A—l>angor— Misee? branch knitliug
factory in the Lee build- there
location for a country hotel.
PoMn.-on, Master Robinson,
Very
in-hand c’asses for the best road team.
MOON'S PHSSES.
i Rupee. Prof and Mr# C J H—Bangor— Jack ing, and already has several machines in Splendid view of the mountains. Will sell on
The heavy coaches drawn by their four
Ho
or will
Miaae#
terms
rent for a term of
*•#,
easy
Hope#.
j
operation, tbe number to be increased The only reason why I wish to sell i thatyear*.
6ar p ir
I am
%»/Moon
haudsome horses were sent around the Ross. Prof and Mr# If A—Exeter, N H—Camp
F'r aDd Mrs H A Chase, Exeter; when be can get tbe help.
not aole to work the farm on account of mj
Phillip*—
O
Third
*
fi
track at full speed, and it was a very
Prof A F Ford. Mr# S B Ford, Cambridge: N
?
age. Apply to E. M. Hahor, West F.d«-n, Me.
\L Quarter
VQuar«dr
p
Tbe
baseball
of
the
season
biggest
P Church, K S lioar, P R Carpenter, Thos
game
t
stirring sight.
4 T Cook's Point. Fa*t Bluehill, 3 i. ?-cs: l1-;
York, H U Ransom.
is expected on Thursday when tbe VinalThe blue ribbon in this event went to Slaughter, Prof and Mr# Mo-es
ul\, story house, *»table. carriage-hoiw. henStephen— baven team will
A KDNKSPAY, AUGUST 26, 1903.
play tbe Bucksporls on nery; good water in house and out « f door*
W. B. Leeds* four, while S.
Madison, vvis— Ml## Elizabeth Slaughter,
Megargee
i StEARNS, Mr# Ezra L—Bangor—Seal Of*t.
An excursion party Good place for summer rustication. Apply to
Wright’s entry received the red, and STETSON, Mrs and Mrs E E—Bangor—C larence tbe home grounds.
M. D. Cook. Lamoine, Me.
j
Hon. William T. Cobb, of Rockland, Mrs. J. F Bowen the yellow.
France# and Edith Plummer. will accompany tbe visitors.
j Sict-on, Ml-*e#
Hon I
K
Mis#
Bangor—Stetson
Great interest whs manifested by the
The appearance of Main street has been
a candidate for
governor of
Ruth stetson, Irving Stetson, Mrs C K Ham
11D.
crowd in the hose race between the Senconsiderably improved by Capt. T. M
was a visitor to Ellsworth
Stella B—Brooklyn, N Y—Stcan Cottage
Swan.
sum of money.
ator Hales, of Ellsworth, the Dirigos, of
Owner can
Nicholson who has painted all ot bis
Mr# Boston, Mias Boston, F T Boston, Ai
have same by calling on H. E. Hill,
ton P Swan.
The
property, which now includes the stores Ellsworth.
the cap defender Brewer, and the Eagles, of Orono.
Twice
Hon
and
Mrs
B
B—Bangor—Ml## formerly known as the Ambrose White
event was won by the Senator Hales in Thatcher,
Thatcher.
“Reliance’’ has shown her heels to
40 V2 seconds, which is
remarkably fast Turner, Prof and Mrs F J—University of building, the old chapel, the express
And
the valiant “Shamrock III.”
Wisconsin— guest# of Prof Slaughter.
turn.
tbe N. T. Hill store and the E. B.
A.V» '^V<VvyN /VV-A/ ./VA
VoSE, Mr and Mr# James G— Providence, R I— office,
Sir Thomas is a true sportsman even
Annual Stockholder*’ Meeting.
The Barnacle— Mis# Vose, Misses Clark, Bau
iwoeiiBiur iimmm
nao
Hill store.
previous’/ woo
Edward Stienback, Orange, N J.
gor.
annual meeting of the Stockholder* of
if he can’t lift that cup.
two lees and Wednesday’s win gives t hem
Walker. Mr and Mr# Ed waul— Bangor
the Bar Harbor and Union River Power
Hancock Co. Ass'n of lkptist Churches
absolute owoership of tbe cap.
Greet y cottage. Miss France# Walker.
Besides
Company will be held at the office of *aid
The seventy fifth annual meeting of the Company, on Church Street. Ellsworth. HanWing, Mrs Sarah L—Bangor—Chatola. Mr#
tbe cup iLe winners were awarded f75 in
Fifteen of the
w hiicomb Newell and Robert Newell.
cock County. Maine, on Tuesday, the first day
! Hancock
county association of Baptist of
cash, and a set of meda!s whicci were tbe Wiawkll, Judge and Mr# —Ellsworth—Hamon
dealers who were
September, A. D. 1903. at ten o'clock In the
lin cottage—lh* Greene. Brunswick.
churches will meet at the Lamoine First forenoon, for election of officers for the enof
Gen.
Edward
Morrell, who cabled Woodward, Mr add Mr#C E—Bangor—HazleAugust 5 apparently thought County- gift
suing year, and the transaction of ar.y other
Baptist church Sept. 13.
from Paris asking Herbert Jaques to make
mere.
Misses Woodward.
business that may properly come before said
AnyAttorney Smith was
The annual sermon will be preached by meeting.
Wood. Mr and Mrs E E Wood—Bangor—Mas
Henry M. Hall,
tbe presentation.
ter Wrood.
how
on
Clerk of said Company.
Rev.
David
of
Ellsworth.
The
Kerr,
Following tbe hose race was a 100-yard Young, Mr# Monroe B—New York—Crotctnest,
Dated this 26th day of August, A. D. 190ft.
were
Mis# Charlotte Burnette.
doctrinal s»rmon will be preached by
up with a round turn dash which was won
by Charles W. HurDISSOLUTION OF PAKTNKKSHIF.
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Bangor liquor dealers received
a shock Mouday :n tbe way of a
grand
search and seizure. Fifteen saloons were
visited and every one caught. The officers
The

difficulty in finding tbe liqaor,
a*
running open bars.
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choral
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in tbe entertainment and will
ug several numbers under tbe efficient
eadersbip of Maurice C. Rumsey.
With its limited accommodations the
hospital is not at present self-supporting,
ind eacb year the summer residents interest themselves in Us behalf and give some
kind of entertainment for the purpose of
raising funds.
With the funds which it is hoped to
raise Friday night,*together with what
money is uow available, it is planned to
iolarge the room devoted to wards.

It is reported that me German warships
Gazelle and Vi vet a will leave Halifax, N.

i.t Friday for Frenchman’s bay.
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the remainder
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In tbe

evening the pavilion, lighted by
Japanese lanterns, was again filled, and
music and
dancing made tbe
ni^tt
merry until a sudden shower drove the
dancers to shelter, notwithstanding which
the day was voted hy all a success.
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|

1
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3.446 56

152,84186
Number of shareholders.
285
Number of nor rowers.
60
Number of shares outstanding1.166
Number of shares pledged for loans,
.'81
Number of loans.
60
F. E. Timber; a kb,
Bank Kiaminer.

Erqal Matters.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Coart, next to be held at Ellsworth, within and for the County of Hancock and State of Maine on me Second
Tuesday of October A. D. i903.
WlTHAM of sai<t Ellsworth in
sal t County wife of Orlando Vuham
respectfully represents that her maiden name
was Carrie Mewart
that she was lawfully
married to the said Orlando Withint at Otis
in said County and State by John C. Ward on
or about Augu >t A. D. 18.1—that they lived together as husband and wife in said County
until or about August A. IJ. 1879, th it ><>ur lj.
billant during said marriage conducted herself as a faithful and affectionate «i!c, ust
on or about August A. D i8?9 itv
>riaudo
Wiiham deserted your said libelu..: without cause and went to parts unknown to her.
since which time she has never seen
heard
from him or received from him any support—
that his residence is unknown t
I it siy
lant. and cannot be ascertained by reasonable

ClARKIE

diligence.

Wherefore your libellant prays that a ditween
from the bonds of matrimony
her and her said husband be decreed by reathan
son of said desertion continued for n.
Three consecutive years prior to the hung of
i*i* libel.
August 19. 1903.
Carrie Strwart Witham.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th
day of August A. 1). 190J.
John B. Red wav.
Justice of tile Peace.
vorce

STATE OF MAINE.
Hast cock a*.— Supreme Judicial C -i.rt. In
J01Vacation
Ellsworth, August 21. A. I
Upon the foregoing Libel. Ordered: That
the Libellant give uot;ce to the paid Libeller
to appear before the Justice of oupreme
Judicial Court, to be holctm at E -*orth.
within and lor the County of Hancock, on the
second Tuesday of October A. D. 1903
> publishing an attested copy of said Lio* and
this order thereou. three weeks suect ssively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed in Ellsworth in our County of Hancock, the last publication to be thirty .lays at
least prior to the second Tuesday of October
next, that he may there and then in our said
Court appear and answer to said libel.
Axi hi w s’. Wistu ll,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the Libel and Order ol Court
thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowltos. Clerk.
~

STATE OF MAIM-.
Hon ruble
County of Hancock ss.—To th
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court next
to be holden at Ellsworth wi hit, *nd lor
stid Couuty on the Second Tut«i») ot OOtober 19U3.
C. ROBERT -L of Peuo col m
said County, husband of Annie L.
Roberts lormerly of said te- ob-cot rt-^ectrepresents that he was lawfully married
fully
to the said Annie C. Roberts at Somerville,
Massachusetts, June 8th 1901. that they lived
together as husband and wife at said Penobscot up to December 12th 190*2, and the libellant
makes oaths and says that he does not know
the residence of the said Annie C. Roberts,
that he has made diligent inquiry and he canuot ascertain her residence.
That she has been guilty of adultery with
divers lewd men to your libellant uAkuown.
That one child has been born to them namely: Doris M. Roberts one year old.
Wherefore he prays a divorce may be
granted and that be may have the custody or
said minor child.
Dated Buckaport, Maine, August 20, 1901.
William C. Kola-kts.

WILLIAM

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock

ss:

'' H*
Personally appeared the above named
liam 0. Roberts aud made oath that the above
instrument by him signed was true.

O. F. Fellows,
Justice of the Peace.

Bucksport, Me. Aug. 20, 1903.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock sa:— Clerk’s Office. Supreme Ju*
dicial Court, in Vacation. EJlsworih, August
24. A. D. 1903.
Thi4t
l pon the foregoing LIBEL. Ordered. That
the Libelant give notice to the said Annie lHerberts to appear before the Justice of our
Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at Biis*
worth, within aud for the County of Hancock,
on the second Tuesday of October A. D*
by publishing an attested copy of s»»“ **7?
and this order thereon, three weeks 8UC<'*“‘
sively in the Ellsworth American a newspao
per printed in Ellsworth in our County
Hancock, the last publication to be tbiri)
o
Tuesday
said second
days at least prior
October next, that sne may there and th«
*uj
our said Court appear and show cause, n
she have, why the pray of said Libelant shou
not be granted.
A. P. Wiswkll,
Chief Justice of the Sup. Jud. C°ohA true copy’ of the Libel and Order of cou
thereon.
«
Attest:—John F. Knowlton. ier»*_
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wedding
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Bros
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Mis- Kuowlton is a >-0 a graduate of
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admitted to
sc boo
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Tbe-e young
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people are among the roost popular of
have
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pOsae-ses
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kind of a time.
Tbe bail exhibits are
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average shown at
country
and the side sho*» are ail right.

fairs,
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are being made to m-*ke tb s
year’s fair surpass its predecessors in in-

terest and in attendance.
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programme,
“eeiuea Mr. OrcatL. woo** generosity was
“nbouaiSeB, ana a boss sing ing inarmed
everybody present, taut were tinging
by M las Lmt-f Mooagun. pis no pss/<ag
by Fla* aopbis Wa-aer, M-a Ann is
tf'b-ee Lora sag Wslmaa ir ClniF, '-1
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tbe pearrr.
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T *tj rtimriwS
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Hoa.Eoaard E Ceae of fc as*:
M *» MM&Bf nt*
42.1 If t-'t 2irta6 lA u*
appointed a dbpl*te!a»a«Bi»«<aaTfc* i*f
*£A f i»« 4.? * far® ■ ««#*.!» -TtSTks»nt 00 of tbe prs*oa aussaaas w to
Mid m losanu. iljOn. 1t*.i 4c
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9** saw vxv>Miaa :jr i
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Aibert C.Ortoli, a bo, with bis Irkar!
Mr. Wniiaos, bat -.tea toe guts! ol bis

Hood's Sarsaparilla

It promptly neutral!/.#?* the add

Kidney Trouble.

rendered.

atv.-:on

breaswater close

y'J
bouse during toe past week were. Mn. F.
TM borop vs* not ban! -»«. a:: bongs
M. Carter, Files Carter, Muss Dean, Washit splintered tb« “Bangor" a boot tveal7
ington, D. C.; J. A. Ciosson, Jonn Tnurs- feet forward of ber starboard
paddle box.
too.Bedawick; Mm Mary T. Wtlsb, Bos- She will not be taten from tbe route.
Yontou;
b^issttu Pnseutt Hate,
Tbe “Jonaa” waa bad 7 Ware la oa tar
kers, y> Y\; Ue.rge U. Fu.ier, Boultoaesi
port side. She bad ates-ral cciaess of Mr
Hst nor; Mm Foster, Sc a York; O. F.
aod ter am a ere
C'unu.ngusm, Bockapori; C. ti. ossyer, port paddle broken, Sxr.it: at seat.
Cnsrit* Cunningham, froutn Sorry ; S. C. beat. Bite pat back to
L*»ile, Cssltne; Bet. W.c. Sssusee, Wss- An icre»t;(atsos will be M.3 to p are tbe
kOK, Scot ana; M iiuats X. Cobb, Eockb ame of tbe sender:
lana; M N. Clime ana wile, Pauadelpoia,
TM tffioUia of tie Ki m Cest-aJ tart
Feun.; Mm Era S. saelt, Fitcnnurg,
Mass.; Utorge fct. Joj, K. J. H-icsrU, Bar sent oat so «»r.osrrarea: trat ita
Harbor; Jonu a. Clara, Boston; Tbomas "Jen's” tsss been wiredrew* fm tie
Criese, c. C. bbstt, B.oeau>; A. M
r«sa* erie* ot ma.;.
Hssi.ngs, Brsaer, J. Freecott t»*ge. Bos- roate, bat a!.
ton; r.. c Mono, Baltimore; B. il- tntfl^saisatioas by Gerwaer.
barn, Wssbingto*. D. C.; W- W. Briggs,
sow* -4'.Boston; H. C. Bo user, Fiankiln; ti. E.
Among l-a recent
Bar
H. Huatiegtou
Monroe,
Ha,:.Harbor; W
t
bj tpe gorerr-or are tte
enu w lie,
Mmutapoits, Mina,; F. A i-*n**•«. dyrsca,*, Ji. YV, F. C. Usnca-ey, cork owitf:
F Carroll BorrilL notary puttie aad
Cbitago, lit; Frets J. Sargent, Sargtnttiue: W.p. cteaart, tannin Surry: Has
O
jaatieeof tbe pease. E-bwoeTb: Jam*
nerr.et Foster, Boca*port; F. E. B.s leitli, i
OtM. Leri B. Jwt, Alisa? r. A:Frsakito; J. i£. >ui, C. E. Ceacn, Bioe- Jordan.
Bre.1. V-rtaeta* Harbor, ymnwrn od

mi'

Mrs

—

/ah

j;now0 tluit Mm mifhrlnya uro very
'• /ti « tm: torture* of the nick.
L7i«/ he vault to know 1m wtmt will pr?r»
rrifinenf >y euro hit dlac/me.
That, ccordfnjf to thouMundfl of grateful
teKtimonlalM, It

Mrs

she sang:

Tbe owl l/irifo team of EiJawortfe
•tost ona-Wf a mise. In tne race
i claimed toe record for ;n* '*'& toct dry y©s;*rday ese woo by Oaf neoedi.
ran
is
is
wbien
Portkad
race,
•>-*. j
they
oe wX tvay/^oir.
Tre MXt rm«r m:
aboard asd the “Jones’’ on her starboard,
The ruu* at that race were macs fi Seven; i
so could not change her course as eighth
than they are oca. In this race Us* rope
ut
UI ■
The

Mrs

MOORE At Kl worth, Auk M. to Mr and Mrs
John It Moore, a son.
NUTT—At HtoiiiuKto'i. Auk IK, Ui Mr and Mrs
John Alfred Nmt, a daughter. *
HAUHHUItr-At Kl'sworth Kails, Auk 22. to
Mr and Mrs Artour W Salisbury, a son.
Wl f,l,l A MS At Surry, Aux23,to Mr and Mrs
William W Wlillains, a son.

heard ail

entertaine**

waa

CoL Morrell, presented tne

years.

coartea

of U Minu, Hi*? rtimimntto
If iii/i ioi/itu weru twsin# <ii«-

UK"

■

>

—

correspondent said j
W. Haw ke* worth, of Ha'tee*.
mat me Bag e* were tea; ©y a trifle orer
Masf pcrinU of !ot«r^t were given by
a second.
They were beat by aimoat tw\
each -p ak**r, wb^b apace fotbhi reseconds. Thu may be cons dered a small I
* at ail f It that the time xu well
> pealing.
mercial the

Chapman promise* that the
and orchestra will perform work

standard

—

day, and
a!:tough the £agle* tried very hard they

Director
chorus

flaw

a

And

great coming American soloists, Edward
P. Johnson, Misa CoriaDe Welsh, Percy
Archambauit and

MAKES

town, although

until lh«

Shotweii-P.per,

hailing

FLYNN

SUCH

by

in

famous of toe

sumatism

on

1

public.

stars.

Of the Deer Isle ami .Htonlngtoii SumJim rut
Waltham,
j Ilf Will tv ht- 'i
day School Association.
Tuesday, S'j-t 16
j
The seventh annual conv niion of the
Dter Isle and Stoiiington Sunday
bool
IIOK.V
association wan held at the cburc*i at
! ft Rows \i
Oceanvillo Thursday, August 20.
Ju yM, to Mr and
Mile* A Drown, x Mint, [Aanford Milton. J
The genernl topic was the ‘Manday
CARTER At -wl* wink,
uk *, to Mr hwI
I
School T* ach r”. Tne nesdon op n -d nt
liadt* 8 Carter a dauKhU r. \H •■/.<-.) M j
10.30 with « devotional service, and notESTKY~At Kill worth, Auk 19, to Mr anti
withstanding the threatening weather an j H Hcoit Kti'-v, u ‘on I Mam in I Klmn.j
M'KEN/I K
\t Kl worth, Auk 9, to Mr
unusually large number whh in attenMrti Colin C McK'-nzIn, m dauKhter.

1

Other artists who

male

MtMiin fnm

—

clans.
be

.J

Him

».

securing ILU charming soloist is a matter
of congratulation among Maine moai-

Biapheo. perhapa

i<f

/<*

—

ful than ever, the result of her successful

val will

in

beries, while quan’itiea of cat
flower* and pitted plants %ere all about.
Out-of-town visitors eapecially were delighted with the fragrance and he*utv of
MAUKIKD.
the decorationa, bat then Oc*anvill« always “does heraelf proud” on these occa- COGGINS TWEEDY- At Umolun, Auk »#,
l#y Rev A .1 I’adelford, of Calais, Mis* Sara
sions, so the natives expected It.
U CoKjrlns, of Lamoliie, to James K Tweedy,
After the praise service reports of the
of Camortd import, Mass.
different officers were given ahowiug that GARUANfl-If % vioB— At Eden, Auk 1*. »>y
lt45T Chari**- IturlelKh. Mis- HeUn A Garland
the schools were in a prosperous coodli ion
to John H li unur, noth of Eden.
with Increased interest along some lines M'flONNKUU —M K A OKU—At Hedifwlck. Auk
19, by Itev K S Grew, MU* MaKK«e Mellon
of work.
a second.
nail, of Hrooklln, to Charles W Meatier, of
The first division of the topic was then
As Orono won a leg in 1900, and tbe
Sedgwlea.
Senator Hales one in 1901, the race of 1902 taken up by Rev. Clarence R. Williams, of REYNOLDS—CL A UK —At KlUworth, Auk 9.
I>y John If Itrimmer, esq, MU* K/Ke M ReyIsle au Haut: “The Sunday School Teacher
was a good one, and intensely
interesting.
nolds, Of KlUworth, to Ruel W Clerk, of
Mr.
Ka*tbrookThe Orono team had tbe best men In tbe as an Interpreter of the Word.”
Williams
treated
the
in
a
ItOBISSON
CABO-At KlUworth, A uk 8*. by
intersubject
State, while tbe Senator Hales run a
J P Slmonton, wis* Carrie (1 Robinson
Rev
esting and p'actical manner, and h*ld the
strictly home team.
to James K Card, Jr, both of Ellsworth,
S AIJN OK ltd
LOftO
At Surry, Auk 22, by
Every man that has ever run in tbe attention of the audience throughout.
Itev •/ O Mcbr-iw, MU- Elzada K Sounders, of
At the close of the forenoon se^-Ion a
races for the Morrell
cup belonged in
Surry, to William A Lord, of itridKewaier,
dinner
whs served, the entertainers
picnic
Ellsworth.
Mass.
tea and c ffee free.
YOUNG -COLLINS—At Hurry. A uk 22, bv Rev
lu 1902 five teams
were
entered, furnishing
.1 O Mr.Oraw, Ml#- Anna C YounK to Ralph L
The
afternoon
session
commenced
with
viz.: Tbe Eagles, of Orono, tbe City hose
J Collin*, both Surry.
and
Senator Hales, of Ellsworth, tbe a praise service followed by election of
officers
for
tbe
as f 1 ows:
ensuing
year,
Dirigos, of Brewer, and tbe Orioles, of
B*r Harbor—all A-l teams. This year tbe President, Rev. If. W.Conley,H on ngton;
1
vice-president, SIr. Lawrence, Deer Isle; »ABB~At Melro*«. M »■<*, Auk 225. Mrs lioby
Senator Hales were again victorious.
llabb, formerly of Waknam, «k*v1 M year*.
\
The race of this season was the most ex- secretary, Mrs. Abbie Presley, Deer Isle; I BLAIHflELL—At
Ban/or. Auk 15, Mrs Mercy
!
Mrs. Susie Johnson, Sunset;
K BUivi-ll, of Of laud, wA 41 years, ’>
citing of ail, although only three teaofc treasurer,
months
! entered-The
44
Levi
days.
Knight,
Eagles, Dirigoaaud Senator general superintendent,
H'rOPKIt-At krookUn, Auk 15, Charles A
Hales. The Eagles went to Bar Harbor Reach.
Hooper, aK"d 41 years, 10 months, 20 d»>*.
It was vot^d to send a delegate to the i M E A *
j with tbe determination to wrest the cup
a t Aurry, Auk 24. Nathaniel C Mean*,
State
and
convention
with
aged efl years.inonib*, /l lays.
expenses p<id,
from toe Sena, ora, and toe Senators were
i just ns determined
W. H. Hatch wa* elected with Levi Kn’gbt ft/111 HI Va At SiontnKtoM, Auk I'', Levi StJntney should not. Toe
eon U'/Oulri*, a/ed li* years. <J months, 14 days,
j on y other learn entered was the Dirlgoa, as alternate.
i SAHGKXT —At SedKwV'.fc, Auk 2ft. Mrs Betany
was appointed
The
next
session
with
S C SarKenl, *k* 1 71 years, months, 1/ day*.
of Brewer.
-AUV'DKRS-At th+rlA*, Auk 10. Mrs Harriet
The race was eilled at 2 o’clock and the the Stooingto.j Congregational Sunday
Asunder*. »K<d 79 > ears, 10 mouths.
school
by invitation.
Breners were tbe first to the scratch.
WKnC/yrr—At E1Uworth. Auk o. George K,
The second division of the topic “The
j They made a smooth run to the cart and
Infant oa of Mr and Mrs Y ad W^cott, aged
0 month*.
S. S. Teacher as a Moral force in the
Mere returning in good shape,
when a
; man fell under
World” was ably handled by Rev. C. A.
the wheel. This lest them
'iM;rft!3ni.rms.
Butterfield, of North Deer Isle.
the race. Their time wa*Special music was interspersed with the
Tne Senator Hates were next to ran.
other exercise*, notably a solo by “Mias
Women as Wei! as Men
They had a had look when they got down
j for the start—a had look for the other Hatch” being announced, and Miss Hatch
Are Made Miserable
to be a tot, perhaps five years old,
teams. Ail that can he said a boat their proved
who stood upon a seat to be seen * L le
run was that it was perfect.
There wa«

experience io grand op;ra at Covent Garden, L -a Jon, during the pest spring
when ^b*- was bera ded with delight by

will sing at the festiMme Louise Homer. David

NO

passed since that event which meant so
much to tbe Senator Hale hose company.
Ever since Col. Morrell offered that
handsome cup in 1900, tbe Senators have
tried hard to get a team to lift it.
Tbe
first year they were unsuccessful, not
a
team
getting
together, but in 1901 tbe
boys got out and went after it in earnest.
were
successful
In getting one leg.
They
Tbe cup had to be woo three times in
order for a company to hold it.
In winning the race in 1901 the Senator
Hales had tbe fastest teams in the State
to compete with. That year the Eagles, of
Orono, bad an exceptionally good team
and tbe victors won only by a fraction of

sur-

That Director Chipman succeeded

ACCEPT
AS

race

talk of the

Her voice, always aunreroe’y sweet and
wonderbauliful, -eemi even more

critics and the

YARDS.

SENATORS MAKE CLEAN SWEEP.

from tbe

ovation

an

100

WILL

CHALLENGE

August IS and 16

Orchard

audi-nce which

great

and

wife, Be; fast; W. H. Reynold*, Provi; J. A. Joy, Bar Haroor; Victor E.
Bun, Boston; N. P. Baker, Calais; Mrs.
Catherine Loring, Mrs. Louies P. Loring,
Prides Crossing, Ma-*.; Frank A. Hari.
hi. Stephen, N.B.; B. H. Bowen, E. J.
baundtro. Boston; J. Waueu, Albany; G.
D. Perry, Macniaa; E. L Denaiaon, A. H.
Paul, A. Perkins. Petit Macao, Thomas
la pity. Boston, Alien M
Thomas and
wife, New York; J. B. Bralnard, Oriand;
J- B. Fiac, Washington, D. C : H. Irving
Hall and wife, A. L. Hudson. Boston ;
J. A Freeze, Bangor; Rev. 3. L. hanscom,
Bar Harbor: J. C. M*rion. wile and child,
Cuca. N. Y ; L. B. Deasy, E. B. Mears,
Bar Harbor.
dthc-

that the annual

Blaebiil, on Wednesday
Sept. 23 and 24

started on Btrcb avenue and cauie down
State street, across the bridge aud went
up Grant street to the mill of (be EllaHe left the
worth lumber company.
milk cans all along Blrcb avenue, and
tne cart be left beside a telegraph pole ou
Tne
horse was not
State street bill.
injured but the wagou was demon* Ltd.

is made

county agricultural
Society will be held at Mountain park.

A

louger.

HURLEY

consum-

business.
Thomas Grieve, tbe preeent
efficient superintendent, will be retained.
The principal office will be at 86 Union
street, Boston, with a branch office in
E’lsworth.
The old corporation had a capital stock

RUN

HURLEY

fttrtwtwrnuittij.

•feliiftoii Kuinlly KimiiiIoii.
Tb*

-•

mated.

officiated.

E Hamlin and Collector- f-CusHenry Whiting, who Lae hern
t,-ns
nh-oad for the past two months, arrived

finally

The capital stock of the new corporation Is 1200,000; tbe president Is Walter B. Farmer, of
Boston; vice-president,
J. Prescott Gage, Boston;
clerk, Harry L.
Crabtree, Ellsworth.
The property at Blueblll consists of
fifty and one- half acres of land, on which
Is |located tbe famous
spring, several
buildings and a bottling outfit where the
water, ginger ale and tonic beers are prepared for tbe market.
The new management proposes to en-

CHALLENGES

TO

property and business of the well-known
Bluehllt Mineral Hprlng Co. was transferred to a recently-organized
corporation
known as the Blue Hill Mineral Water Co.
The deal has been in negotiation for a

out a/ain.
Mr.
WUI, s
hie leg lent June In helping
pierce broke
at his mill at the Pel's.
wove machinery
bs-old sou of
George F„ the six-mom
and wife, died Monday.
pred Wescott
held at the home of
was
The funeral
Water street, at 12
on
George Weseott,
Rev. J. P. Slmonton
o’clock tIda noon.

Srookevllle,
.before returning

An

DISTRICT CONVENTION

ECHOES,

Company Organized-'Transfer

COUNTY NEWS.

THE American has subscribers at 106
/ the 116 post.-offices in Hancock county
all the other papers in tA« County com-.
binod do not reach to many. The Amerit not the

ican

Hancock county, and hat never claimed to
be, but it in the only paper that can prop
crly be called a COUNTY paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circulaI
tion of The American, barring the Bar
!
Harbor Record’s summer list, is larger
!
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

j

KWS,

<H/NT k

/Aker

(fmniy

SEAWALL.
is visiting friends
and relatives in Brookltn and Brewer.

John Mooney went away last Saturday
a
two-weeks’ vacation with his
father, D. S. Mooney.
Miss Beatrice Doiiver, of Oak Point,

after

William

her

visited

grandparents,
wife, last week.

Doiiver and
Mrs.

Battis

Lina

and

Butchers

Mrs.

Josie Battis Mollins came Sunday to visit
their sister, Mrs. Lizzie Doiiver.
Stanley and granddaughter

Mrs. Julia
Lanie

home

came

from

Harbor

Bass

on

“Cimbria” last Saturday uight.
Mrs. Mary Soule is here taking care of
her sister, Mrs. Maliua Newman, who has
been very HI and is not able to Bit up *i
the

present.
Miss Nora King

Sunday.
spending

came

from Bar

Harbor

Bertha, who has been
few days there, came back

Her sister
a

with her.

Sylvanus Kich and wife, with Messrs.
Farrington and Shaw, wbo have been

spending

with

vacstion

their

went back

Moore 8nd wife,

Samuel

Saturday

to

Mrs. Olive l'ourston, of Jamaica Plain,
Mass., wbo has bteu viauing her stepdaughter, Mrs. Amos Doiiver, went to
Kockland Monday to vi»it relatives. She
will visit Lewiston before returning home
Mrs.

Georgie Mayo

Will

at

New-

man’s last week, but owing to her baby’s

being ill,

she

returned

Bass

to

Harbor

husband’s

parents, Edward
wife, and went back to her
home In Brewer Friday.
Lolly
Aog. 24.

with

her

Mayo

and

WEST HANCOCK.
Miss Myra Youog returned Friday from
a

visit to her aunt at Asbvilie

Durgau

Mrs. Maria

Butler attended

a

and

grange

Mary

Mrs.

R.

meeting at Blue-

hill last week.
George E. Norris and daughter Miss
Anna, of Bar Harbor, visited relatives
here the past week.
Miss Jennie Marshall, of Bar Harbor,
visited ber mother, Mrs. Martha Marshall, during tbe past week.
Maggie Sawyer returned Saturday
few weeks’ visit to ber parents,
Henry Foren and wife, of Portland.
D H. McMaster and family, who have
Mrs.

from

a

living in tbe H. B. Phillips house at
Washington Junction, have moved to
Bangor.
been

Allan Milliken, who has been a guest at
Prof. W. R. Butler’s during the past
week, returned to bis home in New Bedford Friday.

George Tborsen and wife returned to
borne in Boston this week, after
making a short visit to bis parents, S.
TBorsen and wife.
their

Evelyn Butler,

Mi»s A.

spending

tbe

left Friday.

who has

with

summer

ber

been

brother,

She will visit friends in Bos-

before returning to Philadelphia,
where she is teaching in a deaf and dumb
institute.

ton

Sumac.

Aug. 24.
CAPE ROSIER.

M. E. Mating and two children
at Fairview.

are

Otis Gray is cutting the hay
Moses Blake farm.

on

the

Rev. Frank W'. Bakeman and wife
at C. R. Crockett’s.

are

Mrs.

boarding
a

Mrs. M. A. Blake returned Aug. 11 after
visit in Brewer and Bangor.

week’s

Mrs. M. S. Wilson, of Upper Montclair, N. J., arrived at Black’s Aug. 7.
entertainment at Undercliff Aug. 11 for tbe benefit of the chapel.
Mrs. L. F. Sawyer, at tbe Cedars, has
three guests: Prof. Edward King, wife
and daughter, of New Bedford, Mass.
There

Dr.

was an

Phillips

and

Mr.

Thompson,

of

C. H. Blake’s

Haven, Conn.,
for several weeks, fishing and boating
B.
Aug. 21.
New

are

at

SOUTH BLUE HILL.
Mrs. Augusta Caudage is quite ill.
Parties from Old Town are camping
John Pert’s place.
Angus Henderson
home.

is

buildii.g

a

on

near his old

on

a

Mrs.
George Webber, of Waldoboro,
has been visiting N. A. Herrick and wife.
Will Hodgden, of Granite, has purchased
Joseph Gott farm, and moved there
this week.
this week: Mrs. Frank Sibley
and daughter Elsie, at Bert C. Day’s; Mrs.
L. H. Sibley, of Somerville, Mass., at Allen Henderson’s.
C.
Aug. 20.
Arrivals

PRETTY MARSH.
Harvey S. Pray, of Boston, formerly o!
this place, visited friends here laat week.
George F. Arnold and wife, of Brook
line. Mass., arrived at Camp Taylor,
Aug. 14.
Mrs. L. Bradley, Walter, R*ipb and
Miss Margarette Brad ley, of Boston, are at
the Bay View house for the season.
Melvin Atherton and George Hird with
four other friends are camping at Castle
Atherton. Mr. Atherton’s former home
The others are from Boston
was here.
S.

cream

and

cake

LAMOINE.

Borne of them got a wetting
rein on their wey home, hot
they seemed to think: the convention
worth ell the trouble end tome to epere.
Ocean ville.
from the

Aug.

netted for
Many thanks

sum

22._Eoo.

benefit of the church.
due to Miss Mabel Monaghan and
others of our summer colony, who so
generously gave their services.
U.
Aug 24.

William Haslem, of Mariaville, spent a
dsys last week with his cousin. David
Mosley. Mrs. Mosley visited friends in

Aug.

24.

level for

Miss Kate Clark is spending
with relatives at Manset.

George

Moore,

la town

was

Northeast Harbor,

of

COUNTY
/br addition* I
■...'

County ITnrt

NEi!^
IM

■

bluehill FALLS.

""

Mr.. E. W. Andrew. 1. borne
from
™ q
*»•
rento.

Melvin McFarland and wife have
turned to tbeir home in Boston.

necessary that the leaves be kept green
until they die naturally.
He urged the use of the sprayer.
His
talk was interspersed by witty stories,

and Albert Jordan, of Bar Harbor, were in town one day last week.

days

few

re-

Maude

than those who met
Wednesday, Aug. 19.
They
were:
Mrs. Myra E Jackson, of Brighton, Mass., Mrs. Edith J. McPhee, of
Fairfield, Mrs. Marion KenUton, of Amherst, Mrs. Bertha Mace, of Aurora, Mrs.
Ruby G. Mace, of Great Pond, Mrs.
Bessie V. Crosby, of Aurora, Mrs. Nellie
There
Grant Haynes, of Great Pond.
were several grandchildren.
Mrs Haynes
served dinner, and t hey took aup)>er wit h
Ruby Mace, who held a reception in t Inevening.
able band of sisters
with heron

Zulma E. Lunt is visiting friends
Hotel Dirigo, Southwest Harbor.

From every place wherere they roam
There la always a welcome In their chlMho^d’s

Arnold Leighton, of Milbridge, spent
Monday and Tuesday with the family of
W. A. Clark.

If mother never again takes each dear bai d.
With their father site will await them In ilw
better 1 »nd.

at

carried from the Itavesflinto the tuber by
some process unknown to chemists, and it

a

Miss

Sunday.

is
is

H.

WEST TREMONT.

TRENTON.

potatoes. The potato does not
mature and get its complete ration of
starch until about August 20. The starch

has gone to

panied by Miss Grace Harding.
Aug. 21._

Abe.

of

months,

for several

dtelaon, hoping that the dryer inland air
She was accommay prove beneficial.

Abble Willey and little son Lewis,
who have been viaiting her parents, Ransom Hodgkins sad wife, have returned to
tbeir borne in Bath.
Mrs.

potato is 80 per cent, water, 19 per
cent, starch aud 1 per cent, minerals. It
on a

Miss Emma King, who has been in pooj
health

Orland last week.

The

about nine inches

Mrs.

few

thought we needed more starch to expand
operations in this direction.

an acre

Jordan Holt has been the guest
Dr.
Alton Tripp the pnst week.
Holt will locate in Phillips.
Dr.

Ellsworth.

our

MAN8ET.
Rev. Oliver liuclcle, of
Baltimore, Md.
will preach at the white church
Saudi?
morning, Aug. 23
The hotel nenon It at Its
height; both
the Ocean boo«e and Stanley house
are
well tl'led. 80011 the tide will
turn, aod

ibeitMirty

of summer will give
way to the
monotony of the winter mouth*.
A

O

**uc**

s-ful musical

was

given at the

par lorn Friday evening, Aug.
pinoedn to be used for repairs on

e«n iiou-e

14

me

cnurcti.
It was given by Mrs.
Hannah Hey D rbey. of
Philadelphia,
«*prano, aseUied by Mr*. Galu« Merwln,
of Concord, Ms**., contralto. Piano solos
were played by Miwa Grace
Legate, 0!
N“*vnuryp »rt, and several monologues
were read by Mtsa Helen Legate, of Conc»rd, Mass. J. Howard Wilson, of Phila*
was
deipnia
accompanist.
Every
member received a hearty encore, which
» u«
pleasingly responded to. Au eDjoyto**

Mrs.^Charles P. Lunt and family have
t.
Aug. 24.
Hopkins and daughter returned from Bangor, where they have
are visiting friends in Lakewood.
WALTHAM.
Bertha,
been visiting.
v
which kept the audience in a lively, interMiss Mary Joy, of Boston, Is with her
Philip Giles has purchased a fine pin. o
ested mood.
Mrs. Tnompson and daughter Ella, of
a
few
his son Austin.
The institute was voted a success, and mother, Mrs. John Carpenter, tor
Haverhill, Mass., are visiting her son, for
days.
Miss Laora Jones, of Orange, N. J.,.
Rev. A. P. Thompson.
everybody went away satisfied.
Horace Salisbury and wife, of Brewer,
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Milton Has
H.
Aug. 21.
ttb.e evening was spent by all.
Mrs. Wills Thurston and family, who
are visiting Mrs. Salisbury’s sister, Mrs,
have been visiting friends in Byigor, re- lem.
Aug. 17.
E.
NORTH CASTINK.
Benjamin Jordan.
Schools began to-day with Mias Minturned home this week.
OTI8.
George A. Grindle is rtioveiiug from
Mrs. Charlotte Muon and little daughRose
Mrs.
daughter erva Jordan and Miss Mary Garland as
Haynes and
bis recent injury.
John McGuire, of Bangor, Is living with
ter, of Boston, have been visiting her sisof Portland, are visiting her teachers.
Blanche,
and
W.S Bridget*
wife are guests at ter, Mrs. C. C. Young.
W. W. Tibbetts.
Mrs.
Belle
Dana
and
son
William
Diz.
wife
Orlando,
father, Capt.
Edwin Ordway’e.
Miss Kmllle Young, who has been visand daughter Marguerite, of New York,
George Kincaid is home from his work
Mrs. Abbie N. Stanley, who has been
Miss Mary Littlefield, of Boston, is vis- iting her grandmother, Mrs.
Monroe
at Rjcky pond in ill health.
are hoarding at PnMp Giles’.
her sister, Mrs. Zulma S. Clark,
visiliug
iting in this vicinity.
Young, at ber summer home at Hancock returned to Manset Friday.
Meltiah Young, of Bmgor, will spend
The entertainment given by companion
Miss Este'le Perry, who has been taking Point, is home.
court Sunbeam for the benefit of one of his vacation with his uncle. Frank Young.
News comes from Boston that Merrill
18.
J.
an outing in Patten, is at home.
Aug.
its members was well patronized.
in
School house
district
No. 2 was
Davis, wbo was so uuforlunate as to have
Miss Edith Hutchins, of Penobscot, is
The origin of the
The Haslem reunion will be held at the burned last Friday.
SAUNDERS.
his leg broktn, is slowly improving.
the guest of Mrs. Augusta Leach.
town ball September 12.
Lynch's band tire is unknown.
Mrs. Kimball Gray Is very ill.
Mrs. C. A. Rideout and daughter Gerwill furnish music throughout the day.
Miss Poe be L. Leach returned Friday
Mrs. Fred Co boon, of Bangor, has come
been
who
have
relatives
for
visiting
J. M. Bracy was in town to-day on t^de,
from her visit to Camden and Belfast.
Visitors in town Sunday were J. Free* j to spend a few weelte with her husband,
the p<st few weeks, returned to their
business.
who ie at W. W. Tibbetts*.
cott Gage and Alfred Hastings, of BoeMillard Perkins, of New York, is visithome in Alla ton Tuesday.
Mrs. Addle Johnson has moved here
j Aug. 24.
ton, E. L. Kingman and wife and B. S. j
ing his parents, Joseph Perkins and wife
Thelma.
Mark Humphrey moved his family last
with her family.
*
Jellison and wife, of Ellsworth.
Mrs. Charles Wardwell and family came
Saturday to K >cky pond, where he will
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.;
BROOKSVILLE.
Mrs. J. T. Earle, who has been visiting be employed for two years.
Saturday from Vinalhaven to visit rela- Herbert L.
Cunningham Aug. 9.
tives.
Miss Alice A. Perkins has returned from friends here, has gone to Machias to visit
Howard Kincaid returned Sunday from
^
Miss Millie Grindle spent last week
Bar Harbor, where she has been for several her son, W. H. Chapman, who is spend- a week's visit with his grandparents at
Mrs. Isaac Dunbar and son Deimont.
with her parents, S. £. Grindle and wife
weeks.
ing his vacation thereat his farm.
Ellsworth Falls, G. Kincaid and wife.
have gone to Bass Harbor for a stay of
Aug. 24.
!
H.
All are glad to learn that George P.
several weeks.
K. S. Grindle and wife attended the
Lulu and Mary Webber, of Brewer, reClark is out of the hospital and improvA blessing alike to young and old; Dr. Fow- turned home Sunday, after visiting their
twenty-seventh reunion of the First
George Duubar and wife and Charles
ing.
ler’s
at
Vlualhaven
Extract
of
the
Wild
Maine heavy artillery
Houston and
Harris .>n
Strawberry. Nature’s grandparents,
Devereux and wife have returned from
R. F. Soper has returned to Hartford, j past week.
specific for dysentery, diarrhea and summer wife, for several weeks.
their pleasure trip to Isle au Haut.
—Ad*t.
complaint
Davis.
Aug. 24
where he is employed in the hospital, after
A large hu’l moose was recently seen
Misses Annie and Grace Leach spent
two weeks’ vacation with bis family.
two days the past week in Sandy Point,
crossing the fields here. He did not apJosiah E. Carter and family made a fly- pear to be frightened though several men
at the alumni encampment of the £. S. N.
on every
ing visit from Surry to Mrs. Carter’s were working near by.
school.
Cures dOii *n One Day, Cripk 2 Days
box. 25c
Melvin G. Saunders and wife.
parents,
John Henry, w ho has been spending a
Harrison Leach, of Ellsworth, who has
Spec.
Aug. 20.
few days with his family who art* ore spybeen visiting relatives here, went SaturctabrrtiBtuuntt.
ing the Limeburner cottage, will rtturn
day to Bangor to join the schooner
NORTH SULLIVAN.
to Ma*sacbu-ftts this week.
“Lillian” for a coasting trip to Boston.
George Tracy and William Warren with
A praise service whs held at the church
| their families and invited frieud.s attended
Music was furnish d by
the Stratton reunion at Molasses pond Sunday evening.
WEST FRANKLIN.
|
Prof. Bertram Henry, of Mnssachuse'ts,
last Friday.
Ned Coombs is building a stable on hie
a summer guest here. Interesting remarks
i
Mrs. Hattie Wooster came up from
home lot ar. Taunton.
wee made by Rev. B. F. Wilson.
last
and
is
Harbor
week,
spendProspect
Miss Mina Coombs arrived home from
Rev. B. F.
Wilson, Pb. D., wife and
a
few
at
her
home
here.
Her
ing
days
Bar Harbor Saturday night.
The practical painter says,
niece, Miss Bes?I Arthur, are at the home
■ friends are pleased to see her.
The blight has struck the potato tops
of Mr*. Susan Billings for a few weeks.
Mrs. C. H. Abbott went to the Maine
it
makes him smile when
and the potatoes are beginning to rot.
Dr. Williams hns bten for twelve years
general hospital last week for au operaof Converse college, S. C.
Willard E. Clark has gone to Ea-tbrook
president
a
man
insists on Patton’s
: lion.
Her friends will regret to learn
L.
Aug. 24.
to work on the new dwelling-house of that
she is not dong as will as whs
Sun-Proof
Paint. It alBunker.
!
Sylvester
She wms Meemripati't-tl »*v '•*.
hoped.
Mrs.

Edward

LSE2X2 Ite2

Why a Painter Smiles

George Howard M acorn her, a former
Franklin boy, now of Michigan, is the
guest of his sister, Mrs. H G. Wooster.
A party from here consisting of Mrs. C.
E. Butler and daughter G a iys, Mrs. C. E.
Smith and son Lyle, Geo ge Coombs, wife
and family were at Bar Harbor Saturday.
The annual Grand Army picnic of the £.
C. D. W7e-t post will be cn Labor Day,
September 7, at the grove of Samuel
Ha'dison, West Franklin, to which all are
invited.
It

busy

was a

Burnham’s,

week at
A

ve ee*

was

end-

l>a'ed

Harbor,
AiaaaacuuactU,
tor Sullivan, another car partly
for
loaded
Elieworth, peas picked and
for Bar

a car

lor

a

Boston, haying, the mill pat in
readiness
threshing grain, besides the
to

for

Abbott
>

and

EAST LAMOINE.
Edward Bacon, of Newton, Mass., if
spending his vacation at the Dana cottage

Googins,of Waltham, Mass,
spending her vacation here, the guest ol

Miss Helen
is

Mrs. O. W. Gault.
J. Sherman Douglass has returned from
Bridgeport, Conn., w here he has been
manager of

a

hotel.

Miss Alice Abbott and Arthur Abbot!

visiting their mother, Mrs. Cyrut
Abbott, at the Abbott cottage.
Raymond nodgkins and wife, who have
are

little

non, ttu y,

coaling station, has gone
to Portsmouth, N. H.
The U. S. cruiser **C evei<nd”, recently
competed at Beth, has coaled at the
station this week. The U. S. S. “Topeka”
contract at the
with his

family

ur-i

Thursday.
Aug. 24.

NORTH

*

Miss Bertha
M.

OAK POINT.
Mrs.

Augusta Dyer, Leslie, Percie and

Dyer are spending
J. H. Salley.
Eva

j1

a

few

weeks

with

|

DEER ISLE.

Lowt

Hus retu

^

Henry G. Eaton, of Lit* le Deer I-le, Las
recently put chase lumber tu B.ngor fur

to

Liwrence, Mn».

K:ce,
Russell, wife and
Bangor, were the guests
wife

Lewis

Patton’s

sister,

her

Mrs.

Henry Hart,

Sun-Proof

of

Brooksvilie.

a new

star-

of

3Mjrttigrmrnts.

At the race of sail bolts off Dirigo
islnT d Saturday afternoon the engraved
cap donated by Harriman Bros, was won
by Deforest Gray, of S <uth Brooksville.
\iu.24.
E.

CONTINUE
training: flesh
by regular treat-

are

Scott’s Emulsion
should continue the treatment
In hot weather; smaller cose
and a little cool milk with It will
do away with any objection
which is attached to fatty products during
the
heated
season.

Send for free sample
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemist*,
New York.
409-415*Pearl Street,
50c. and $i.oo; all dr agists.

w.

Why pay $150
$400 when you
buy a good guaranteed' Register for
$24.75, d tailed adding. Tells
amount of cash taken in; paid
out; ch-trged on account; received oiacct. Send for catalog.
can

E. P. JiLAKE COMPANY
Boston, Mass.

famous for its

lasting qualities. Made from a scientific formula
of the best materials, machine mixed in exact
proportions, it' is
the only paint that resists the snn and weather. Never
peels,
cracks or chalks off, and guaranteed to wear for five
years.
Send for book of Paint Knowledge and Advice
(free) to

is

PATTON *'•*-

—

swe.Wi*.

!

farm machinery.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
GuatavuH

day

from

Robbins arrived here TuesHe will
Cambridge, Mass.

spend bis vacation with bis family here.
Fred Robbins arrived from Boston Wednesday for a few days’ rest and recuperation, having been in poor health the last
few weeks.
Abbie Junkins and Miss Tina
Mrs.
Gray visited C. P. Sawyer Wednesday,
Mrs. Junkins returned to her borne iri
SomerviMe, Mass., the last of the week,
after a pleasant visit to her many friends
here.

Cash Register

|

Paint

e.

son

son

past week.
Aug. IS

man next

Mrs. Frank Gott has returned from vis-

Lewi**,
William Morey has pu<ceased a pair of
Bernard, of three-ycar-old steers from James B. Gray,
J. H. Galley of Bri oksville. The animals were landed
here Saturday.
Plutarch.

and

the

Those who
and strength
ment with

name

*

Joseph and Lewis Kline, who have been
spending a few days at Ledcerork cot'ag
Bernard

Envy

1

tives.

another job
door.
is just
another
for human nature

means

from the

be yacbt
(.'apt. Georg L. Hardy, of
“Lilma”, was at home tbi» we« k.
Mins Evelyn Hat-ktli ban returntd from
Boston, where she baa been visiting rela-

iting

h*ive returned

ways

uc<i loSjuth

Bo too.

Mrs. Pbiia Whitaker, who has been a
guest of Mrs. Josie Kline, ip visiting
friends at Limoiue.

spent the past week with relatives here
have returned to their home in Portland,
W.J Potter, who for three years has
been superintendent of Snare & Triest’l

rt

borne

running of the faim and store, to say
nothing about the cooking for the men
who did the work.
Ch’E'EB.
Aug. 24.

the

vicinity.
Aug. 17,

quite

a

other pogtn

Shore Acres

at

the

by Mr. Harwood, of Boston,
chief of the dairy bureau of Massachusetts. He was followed by the racy Dr.
Twitchwell on the “Potato”. The doctor
waxed enthusiastic over his subject.
He
thought he saw a bonanza in the potato
He
crop for our eastern Maine farmers.

shipped

few

aud

served,

and

County JfaM

For Additional

***

are

discussion

scow

Miss Huff, of Somerville, is spending
weeks with Mrs. M. A. Perrin.

were

was

COUNTY NEWS.

Capt. Howard Faroham is visiting bis
GREAT POND.
family here.
Burt Bandage returned to
of Norcro*s, If In town.
Lewis
Shuman,
in
Rev. W. H. Rice and wife are visiting
M«8,.chD»„
y
“UM*U
from Thursday.
MiseAlte Leughlln Is at home
Larrabee, a former pastorate.
Burt arlndie.nd wile, of
Mean.
Mrs. Frances Gibson and family, of Lowell,
Urgent,,,,,
Mrs. Jackson end Mrs. Lemmonn hive .pent Sunday with Irlend. here.
Waltham, Mass., have returned home.
works were many, and her memory will
MARLBORO.
Mr.
their homes.
returned
to
ol
Bar
Crabtree,
Harbor w„
Walter Reynolds, of Cambrldgeport,
“
blessed.
Eben Kingman spent three days in EllsMr*. Alfred Clarry, of Lowell, Mess., lae gueat of Irving Bandage la.t week.
Maas., is spending his vacation in town.
worth
last
week.
few
Mrs. Austin Stover end
FARMERS’ INSTITUTE.
at George A. Clerry’s for a
Misses Grace and Margaret Moore were guest
Maater Hnv
At the request of Highland grange,
weeks.
Mrs. John Estey spent a few days last
Sullivan, are the guest, ol relative.
guests of Mrs. W. F. Hutchings last week.
*
made some time ago, Commissiecer Gilweek in Ellsworth visiting friend".
Mr. and Mr.. Gray, ol
Birthday parties ere frequent; the last
Mrs. Emma Hardison, of West FrankN..ke.g,
man decided
to hold an institute here
for
the
Sadie
Shuman
the
was
ol
one
guests
E. C. A’exandpr, of Houlton, is spendgiven by
Irving Caudage «ni Ie
lin, is the gue^t of her sister, Mrs. N.
about the middle of August. It was held
little folks.
Tueaday.
ing a few days at Mrs. C. E. Ford’s.
B. Coolidge.
in the church on the 19th, and was unusuMr.. Brook. Gray and .on
Miss Mary Weatherbee, of Bangor, visMrs. Gift a Stephens, of Old Town, with
Prof. Arthur Reynolds wife and daughCecil lt
ally well attended.
tended the cxercl.es at
ited her coosin, Mrs. S. H. Retxrck, last
her little son Roger and Mrs. Stephens,
Blueblll unBmi
ter are spending a few days with relatives
Mr. Gilman was unable to attend, and
Shuwere guests of J. R
tbe 18ih.
week.
of
Eddington,
spring
in Prospect Harbor.
Dr. Twichell, of Augusta, editor of the
man and wife a few days last week.
To. Irlend. ol Bewail
Frank Dunbar, wife and son Marden, of
^
and
Maine Farmer; was sent in his stead, and
Mrs. George Googins
daughter
Bandage, who hu
The sporting camps are well filled, and been »o very III, will be pleased to
Trenton, spent last Tuesday with Mrs. S. Pearl, are guests of Mrs. J. B. Coolidge
most happily did he perform the task.
ie,rn
Is
H.
for
It
tbat
be
la
Remick.
able to ride out.
there la no protection
pickerel.
At 10.30 the institute opened with a talk
and other relatives.
estimated that a ton has bwn taken from
Frank Smith and wife, who have been
on “Dairying’’ by State Dairy instructor
few
Superlntendent-ol-Sclioal.
a
Mrs. N. B. Coolidge spent
W. c. Con.
days
Thompson, of Winterport. The talk was at Mrs. Clara Ford’s, have returned to recently with her daughter, Mrs. Oscar Great pond this summer. John Laagblln ary will conduct examination, lor Sun
ten there that weighed fifty-two
caught
cert
Ideate,
at
tbe
interesting, and evoked many questions their home in Houiton.
Biuehlll-George Steven
Crabtree, in Hancock.
Several parties
and one-half pounds.
from the dajrymeu of this section, and
academy Friday, Aug. 28.
Rev. A. B. Lorrimer and family, who
Rev. John S. Blair, wife and son bid have
more than a hundred pounds,
caught
much interest was manifested.
have spent the summer heretat their cot- adieu
B. H. Bandage and wile opened
to their Lamoine friends to-day and
tbetr
and there are fish yet.
He was followed by Mr. Roberts, of
bouse lor a picnic
tage, have returned to their home in*Ban- | return to Newton, N. H.
Wednesday. Sapper
same
in
a
talk
the
of
an
la
the
mother
Aaa
Williams
Mra.
Norway,
along
practical
»»» .erred at 8 o’clock. There
gor.
were
The Hsncock county Baptist association old-fashioned
glmm
lines.
children, and music, and later in the
family of ten
Mrs. Edgar Strout and children, who will meet here
evening |CJ.
Sept. 1. 2 and 3. An enjoy- seven of whom are living, and It would be cream and
Dinner was served in the hall.
cake were served.
have been visiting her father, Roland
able meeting is anticipated.
The afternoon session opened with a
hard to find a better-looking or more caf
Aug. 24.
Hodgkins, have returned to their home in
SCBSTlTVTg.
of

ing Saturday night.

house

Andrew Smith is building a house
the lot purchased of Mrs. J. Qott.

held
Saturday evening. Ioe
A musicals

Mrs. Jane Leach, who passed away Aug
15, after a long and painful illness, wai
widely known and beloved. She was one
of our
most energetic and ambitions
women, ever ready to lend a helping band
and do a neighborly kindness. Her good

requires

Somerville, Maas.

was

pag*

season.

p,”'

pthig**

Moore

Mrs. L'zz'e

other

too

NORTH PENOB8COT.

in

only paper printed

County Newt

#br additional

this

|

this week for the third time

Also coaled

Rev. Mr. Jackson hsld

a

service

io

No more delays from breakdowns!
be replaced without
to

can

sending-

I have opened a warehouse in
basement of the Manning building,
opposite Manning hall, for the display and sale of the farm maehnerv
of Adriancc, Platt & Co., of
Poughkeepsie. N. Y.

THE ADRIANCE BUCKEYE MOWER

is my specialty. It is unsurpassed. Call and examine and get prices and term
HAYHORSKKAKES. I have the "New Yorker”, “Tylor Champion,
‘X. Y. Champion” and “Tiger”.

CEO. W. YOUNG, Agent.

tb«

Suoday, preaching au interesting and practical sermon. He expects
to remain at S'.onington and supply that
place and this the retua^der of the con-

Cures

church here

ference year.

Quite

a

number from here attended

the

convention

at

district Sunday school

Breaks

factory.

Nothing But

Rheumatism

It will cure YOU or you get your money
back. All druggists.
In Tablet form only. NO ALCOHOL.

THE WOODBURY CHEMICAL CO.

Price

(Incorporated) 170 Summer

5^

■f

Cents*

Boston,

Mas^

|
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SOUTH SURHY.

of Sargentvllle, m»de a
M .urice Gray,
!o his sister, Mrs. W. V. Cogah(it.1 vmit
last week.
from

the

Sound,
U-ige Grlndle,
I nn » Young and wife were here for
ir, vlwit, to friends last week.

jl

n

*g|l

Hnrlon party of six young people,
.,ve hten at J. Cunningham's for
t n weeks, returned Saturday.
li.
ttle Falls is at Edward Curtis’,
j|,»
tsude Bellatty, of Ellsworth,
„ dI-a
t
g her grandmother, Mrs. Amanda
v

T.

|s

Young.
Schooner “Hazel Dell”, Capt. Coggins,
to load cut stone
we„, in I* uehlll Friday
Granite Co.’s wharf for
,t the White

^

New York.

the residents of this place stcelebration at Surry last
Xhundsv and spent a very enjoyable day.
as a fitting close to the
Id t'<eevening,
of Invited guests asday. a large party
sembled on the lawns at Seawlllows and
for two hours hy W. F.
were entertained
gteivart, Tucker Briggs and Templeton
Briggs with a fine display of fireworks.
jjr stewart read some extracts from bis
new poem—"The American Woman.” At
tbe close Miss Virginia Stewsrt sang some
r,y „ii
arted I be
v.

very pleasing manner,after
selections
whicn the people departed tor home well
pleased with their entertainment.
Tbamp.
in

tee

taker page

a

_

Blalsdeft

Qnllford

Repri^a^l

with pneumonia.
Georg® White hen returned Irom a visit
to Boston.
Mrs. Millie Snow end son Erneet ere
In Bluebill.
Miss Nellie Keene, ol Buck
per;, Is the
guest ol Miss Bertha Dorr.

visiting

Herman Dorr arrived from New Haven
a short vacation.

last week (or

Letitia

Miss

visiilng

her

Bay Hu oiay school children at Hopkins’
poiut in xi Wednesday.
Mrs. A. H. Cogglna went to Hallowell
Wednesday to visit her son, E. Clifton
She was accompanied by her
granddaughter, Helena Bellatty, of Ells-

Coggins.

Blalsdell,

Boston,

ol

Is

parents, W. W. Blalsdell and

wife.
The grange will give a dance at the hall
Refreshments will be

aged
held at tbecbnrcb yesterday by Rev. J. D. McQraw of Sorry. All
were

enjoy

appeared

to

solo

Mra. S. W.

by

ton, wbo la

one

tbe

of

sermon

Bos-

of

people.
played by Mr.

our

summer

accompaniment was
Wilder, who la a One musician. All appreciate tbese helps from tbe people wbo
Tbe

spend tbe
Aug. 24.

summer

antong

us.

Tbamp.

Fred

Warren

went

to

Russell,

who has

caring

been

for

Mrs. Drusle Mason, returned to Brewer
last week.
Mrs. Ernest Stanley and little daughter
Barbara are visiting her mother, Mrs. E.
C. Mason.
Mrs. Elizabeth Harrtman fell one day
last week and broke her arm. She Is
past

eighty

years of age.

Archie Haney and wife and George Porter and wife are visiting their
mother,
Mrs. Helen Blalsdell.

Halcyon grange,

of North Penobscot,
Mrs. Jennie Gray, of Narramlestc
grange, visited Alamoosook grange Saturday night.
and

Mrs. Jennie Gross and Mias Gertrude
Masou returned Friday from Seawall,
where they visited their staler, Mrs. Ernest

A

Madame Coffin, Mrs. Coffin and two children, of Germantown, Peon.; J. B. Pen-

dleton,

Monday.
Miss Minnie Townsend has returned to
Boston.
Jesse M. Ray baa bought beck bla old
homestead which be sold to Henry Shapletgh about three years ago.
Rev J. D. McQraw, wife and daughter
Flossie and Mra. Nellie Hagertby went to
Calais Monday to attend campmeeting.

Capt. F. W. Wit ham aUrted Friday
for San Francisco, Cal., where be expects
to make bla borne. He has a brother and
two sons there.
Rev. C. L. Buckingham, of North Sedgwick, preached In tbe Baptist church
Sunday afternoon and Rev. Nathan Hunt
heid a service In the evening.
Charles L. Patten, wife and son Howard, and Mrs. Samuel Kirby, daughter of
tbe late Ambrose
Patten, all of Denver,
Col., are visiting their relatives, H. HPhlllips and wife.

Clifford,

youngest

Charles Anderson,

son

has

a

Mr. and Mra.
large mod turtle

of

which be captured In tbe mfllatream near
the bridge one day last week. Clifford la
very proud of bis pet, and keep* him
tetbered where there i* a plenty of grass
and weeds for

abade, by

a

Una fastened

to

»

piece of wire Inserted In the edge of its
shell.
Aug. 24.
O.
east bluehill.
Mrs. E. W. Barton lelt laat Thorsdsy to
join her has band at Rockland.

Schooner “J. B. Stinson”, Candace
master, tailed laat Friday for Rock port.
E. W. Mayo baa
jaat finished building
ffood wood boose for the school house.

Richard Ashworth baa pat on
otherwise repaired bis boose.
fine,

a

ell and
It looks

an

daughters, Dorothy

_

Nathan F. Twining left tbia moraine
Bethel, VC, and Elila Stansfleld tor
High Isia d.
Watson Cousins

left

WlDlMDAT, AoroH 96, IMS.
UASMU LAW IHA1MM

last

week

Cunds;

Country Produce.

Batter.

IS §30
Creamery per*..
Dairy.-J0#r5
Cheese.
Best factory (new; per *.1«§;j
Best 'lalry (new).16
4C
Dutch (Imported).
10
Neufchatel.

plenty and the price holds the same.
....38
laid, per do*

are

..

..

Poultry.
Chickens.»§ S
Fowl.U«*
Best loose, per ton.-.U#I4
Baled....l»
No loose
Bated.

straw on

the

market.

.**.*.*'.'.*.*.’'.T. ..WWWWZ

ie

Vegetables.
All native vegetables are in the market and
the price Is way down. We quote
3
35 Turnips, bunch
Green peas, pk
*6
20 Beets, bunch
Potatoes (new), pk
•6
25
*5

Spinach, pk
Squash.

U

Cabbage,
Carrots, hunch
Beans—per qt—

06

13
Tomatoes, *
11*15
Ysiiow-eje
08
Pea,
String beans, qt
35 4 >
35 Cucumbers,
Green corn dor,
66
Sweet potatoes, *
30
Cauliflower,
Fruit.
J2§tf
15§35 Oranges, do*
pineapples,
13 Lemons, do-a
»*»
Blueberries, ni
11
12 Cranberries, ql
Raspberries, *
25
li Apples, pk
Blackberries, qt
Groceries.

Coffee—per

Bice, per

*

*

.16# 35 Picates. perga. A5#jtt

Rio.

16
35

Mocha,
Jara,
Tea—per A—
Japan,
Oolong,
Sugar—per *Granulated,
sc—A A
Coffee-A
Tel low, C

45§ 65
A0# 65

B,

06
■&><
-46

MoI««»-per

A3
5*

Ha Tana,
Porto Rice,

2 §.71
OUvea, bouie
V iaegar—per ga*—
JC
Pure cider,
M
Cracked wheat,
M
Oatmeal, per A
-»
Buckwheat, pkg
M
Graham.
At
Rye meal.
Graa*sstsd

IJsseed.
Kerosene.

A5§.?v
12

-56

Syrup,

Lumber and Building Mats rials.
=
ssrace,
Lumber—per MI #1
13f 14 MlMk,
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards. 13 <*U Ciap^^ia—per M—
l*r» Exiraapr**, 2* •»
Spruce,
»*» Sprace, ?to- 1# »««
Spruce floor,
&*tt
»§f* CW pise,
PUe,
»
Exit* pi**.
5) *26
Matched pine,
L*-a*—p«* *
Shla** -per M—
2~5*s
3
»
Surat*.
extra
Oiii,
131
liemiue*.
clear,
3
ii5
M clear,
1 u> teaeat, per caa*
extra o»a.
»
I a Line, f«rea**
Vo. 1,
3 #11
-33 Belt*. ter M
»e.iO<J,
W alas r-K. ; r * .a#.proiitioa*.
—

Pork,

k

H

Seeek, k

124-^
<£*•.14

Ra**Uj

Corued.
Tosgcee,
Tripe.

Veal:

for

Rodstone, S. H. It is understood that
•he bneineea of the
granite company at
Redstone is In the hands of recetrers,
*nd that men will
be-eroployed to eomplete the work,
Aog. u.
o.

W1IMTI AX9 BIAKtH.

A bushel of Liverpool sail shall weigh «
pounds, and a bushel of Turk* Island salt snail
weigh 70 pounds.
rhe standard weight of a basket of potatoes.
In good order and (U for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of apples, «4 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans la
good order and St for shipping, is 63 pounds
Of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips aad peas, 60
pounds; of corn. 56 pounds; of oaloas. 33
of carrots, Knglisn turnips, rye and
dian meal, 50 pounds; or parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley ana buckwheat, 4a pounds; of oats,
33 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
st Ellsworth.
Fanners can easily reckon from
these what tbev are likely to receive In trad#
or cash for their products.

Beef.»

for

s-

wife and two

Olive, of Milton, Mass.; Mrs. Herbert Leach and sou Monroe, of Brockton.
M.
Aug. 24.

and

Fresh

Massachusetts

Pi**' fees.
Ham, pee *
saodtkr,

a*

Sate

16§-i*

iMMUb

Lamb:

?<»*«&«*, eaca

O
W*W

aprleg la*k&,

UafS

Muuoa.

Chop,

IS

St#J»
JS
ss

If

Lari,

Freeh Fl*hfl*feeo&*t&aei ««e. Tie wly t*ft Sa ika
market this moraiag were mackerel mm
trwt.

PRETTY MARSH.

Mr-. W. E. Dodge, of Boston,

risft-

•ng trtends here.

t'apt. Winslow Newell and J. T. Freaman, of B-j*ton, are In town for a few
days.
Mrs. Josephine Freemen. Miss Laura

“•own and Master John McDaniel- i«»«
•or Boston thh
morning. Miss Brown
*od McDaniels
wifi remain a few days In
“Won before
returning to their home in

Philadelphia.
Aug Sc

8u,t>»

the

,*2**jlW
®**
*

day.

« Oama,^*
»*li Lo&ian,
Haitbet,
15
am* tlerim, «r1cr-MMdMtb
Mxcueret, eacu 33 #13
»s»
fet-aoa,
#i
ewl
Wc»i—per
Irrr har-1, J * V V,
l *>*.'■#
Irrj tail,
Bnacrtia** jar jaad

Cod,
la

8,

Lea«h and Weeks s# the Laid
Brow- AMatoa Teniers ewe a esM
*<, Curs, a* Pay. Prt« * ®

pay
another

ing.

Miss

Eggs.
Eggs

SURRY.

his

debts. And like
n>auy
girl who has been
brought up in luxury. Helen Graham,
aged twenty, bad her choice between
being a “poor relation” or going out
into the world to make her own living
She had acted as her father's secretary
for years, and in that position bad mas
to

served.

and also the

Wilder,

ciently

tered both stenography and typewrit

BLLBWORTH MARKKTS.

Schooner "Hazel Dell”, East Biueblll
for New York, found a resting place
among the rock* at the entrance to Buck’s
Harbor the 19th, and lay there over one
night. Sbe was helped off by the "Catherine” next day without being much dam-

(Copyright, 1903, by T. C. McClure.)
Like many another estate supposed to
run into the tens of thousands, that of
John Graham hardly figured out suffi-

Thursday night.

worib
Ann* C. Young m married Saturday
arming to Ralph Collin*, ol Surry. Bar.
Their many
J. D. McQraw officiated.
friends wish them a long and happy married life.

*

is 111

Stauley.
party consisting of Henry Donbar
and wife, George Porter and wife, Archie
Haney and wife and Howard Blalsdell
went to Surry Thursday, where they engins.
joyed a clambake.
Mrs. K tward F. Stevens and Miss Edna
Many of our visitors left for their
May S evens arrived at Mrs. D. C. Hale’s
homes Saturday. Among them were Mr.
Wednesday.
and Mrs. Qllkey and daughter Frances,
1 here is to be a picnic for the Morgan’e
Miss Ha lie Clark, of Ellsworth, la visiting al J A. Bonaey’a.
Mrs. W. C. Bellatty and dsugbtera Amy,
Marci. «nd Evelyn are visiting C. B. Cog-

Services

Miss Graham's

EAST ORLANI).

returned to Boston 8uoTui-lief Briggs

gin

County Aries,

k

-~

~»#1»

flw, Oraia aa*

t «-f

nto-jirtM"i 3S#S» Stars*-*#*— U**S*
l» MlxalSerd.
Core,MS» Sa*
is#:#
1»
rjraetwl

'era.

1

’iJi#'*!

Let tt not to (mrtottra t#*t wa*n
turned list m.cJteo #s.0Biee: *.

wvrm

The Virtue of Potatoes.
One morning early, we began to plant
the shrubs, says Country Life in America.
“Where

will

drams?”

waa

I entered

from the breakfast

lng*twenty-five-year-old son by saying.
“Tom, I think Miss Graham a trifle
superior to the ordinary girl, and you
may advance her salary a couple of dol- j
a

week

if she holds out

as

she has

make.1

“felt

aty.

C B. LEWIS.

when

they nee the
contented look on bla face an he careletnly
poMHN, with bis handn in hia pocket*, and
w

hnt h

man

To

all persons interallied In either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Kllsworth, In and
for the county of Hancock, on the fourth
day of A ugust, a. d. tuuft.
H following matt era having been
preat:nted for the action thereupon herein*
Jl

H,

rpii

table that he had slyly

ILrgal Notices*.

something at tbe bottom of each
hole prepared for the planting. I waited

after indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all per do on Interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be* pub*
iiahed three weeks successively in the ft Haworth American, a newspaper published at
Rile worth, in said county, that liny may appear inat a D/obnte court to beheld at hI untill I,
said county, on the first nay t>l Heptember, a. d. lflO’i, at ten of the Clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

fJTATE OF MAINE.

my chance the first minute be was out of
Hancock mb—At a probate court held at
KlJuwortb, in and for said county of Hancock,
sight, dropped on my knees, felt around | on
the fourth day of August, in the year of
in the soft soil at the bottom of the hole our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
and unearthed—a
and atilt another

potato. Another hole
was
examined.
Yes,

there

in

wan a

wasted

a

potato
bushel!

“Thomas,”
turned

with

heap, “what

each;

I

t-aid,

when

a

load

from

he

have

bad

re-

the

compost
potatoes doing

these

are

must

he

down here?”
without

tree will

a

wan,”

in

grow

be

Olrrland
“How

is

explained.
in darkest ignorance.
the
“Yesee, mum,
patatey sprouts furst

that?” I asked

off,

thin

begorrah,

it lifts

the loife

into

the tree and

obliges it;ito push up for-

ninst.”

matter of

loose

a

As
tree

a
or

sbi

fact,

we

did not

ub, in spite of the long

drought.

STATE

Hancock||hm.

Court:

—

OFJ MAINE.
Supreme

To the

A

Kachel P. Higgins, late of RIKvsorth, in said
county, deceased. A certain lustrum- nt purporting to be the last will and testament of
«t*ld di-ceased, together with petition for pro
bate thereof, and for fin appointment of
Marion D. Higgins, adnilnifetiutor, with the
will annexed,

Judicial

against the same.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
A true copy, Attest:—Chah. P. Dona, Register.
of

been duly appointed executor of the last will
and testament and codicil thereto of Harah
Parker Linzee, late of Boston. Huffolk county, Massachusetts, deceased, no bonds being
required by the terms of said will. The subscriber residing out of the htate of Maine, has
appointed Lucre B Deasy, whose residence and
address is Bar Harbor, Maine, bis agent and
attorney for purposes specified in revised
statutes of Maine, chapter M, section 41.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imJohn T. Liszea.
mediately.
August 1ft. IW.
hereby gives notice that
duly appointed administrathe estate of Augustus Perkins, late
of Castine,
in
the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imLevi Tcansa.
mediately.
July 7, 1903.

r|^HEhe subscriber
has been
JL

tor

executor

therein named

Bucksport, in
said county, deceas'd. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and test ament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Leslie 0,
Horner, one of the executors therein named
charlotte M. Buck, late of Bucksport. in
said county, deceased. K certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Albert It. Buck,
one of the excutors therein named.
Oliver H. Female, iate of Tremont, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Ruth A. hern aid
and Louisa L. Fernald, the executors therein
named.
Henry H. Boynton, late of Lamolne, In said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Henry Boynton, the executor therein named.
Philander ft. Austin, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased.
Petition that Hoyt
E. Austin or some other suitable person may
be appointed administrator of the estate of
said deceased, presented by Francis Austin,
an heir of said deceased.
Lysander II. Bunker, late of Horrento, la
said county, deceased. Petition that Charles
H. Preble or some other suitable person may
be appointed administrator of the estate of
said deceased, presented by Barbara Bunker,
widow of said deceased.
Benjamin J. Hylvester, late of Deer Isle, in
said county, deceased. Petition that D. Joyce
or some other suitab e person be
appointed
administrator of the estate of said deceased,
presented by Jeremiah B. Bylrester, an heir
of said deceased.

Onlered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
In the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth. In said county of Hancock, prior to th« first day of September,
a. d. 1903, that they
may appear at a probate
court then to be held at Bluehill, in and for
said county of Hancock, at leu o'clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,

John T.

the

having deceased.
William H. Homer, iate of

hereby gives

—

Harlan

CERTAIN instrument purporting lobe
a copy of the last will and test ament
and codicil thereto „f Elizabeth H. Woodward. late of Middletown, in the county of
Middlesex, and state of Connecticut, deceased, ami of the probate thereof in said
state of Connecticut, duly authenticated, having been presented to the judge of probate
for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of biing allowed, filed and recorded in
the probate court of our said county of Hau-

subscriber,
Linzee.
Milton,
Norfolk county. Common wealth of Mass
THE
notice that he has
achusetts,

Ergal ITotfas.

p. Sylvester, of castine,
Hancock County, Maine, respectfully
represents:
1: That he is in possession of the followWhen he saw
at Tom was casting j
ing described real property situated in Caasheep’s eyes In the direction of the lat ! tine
aforesaid, particularly bounded and described as follows:
eat arrival he remarked:
A certain parcel of land in said Castine,
“Thomas, I hope you won’t encourage bounded as follows:
Miss Graham to engage in conversa
Beginning on the southerly side of the road
from Castine Village to the lighttion with you. She is an employee, you leading
house on land now or formerly of William
know.”
Morgrage; thence by said Morgrage’* land
southerly and easterly to the shore of Cas“But a lady from head to heel, fa j tine
Harbor; thence southerly and westerly by,
ther.” replied Tom as he toyed with his said shore fifteen and one-half rods to a stake
and stones; thence noitberiy and westerly
pen.
about twentr-five rods to the road above“It is possible. Thomas—it is possi- mentioned about four rods from the easterly
corner of the dwelling-house now or
but
all
female
ble;
employees are ladies occupied by Martha A. Sylvester toformerly
a stake
nowadays. I really think, my boy. that and stones; thence northerly and easterly by
said road to bounds first mentioned, containto
administer
a
snub to ing two acres more or less
you ought
Also another parcel of land on the opposite
keep her in check V*
bounded as follows:
Tom took a day to think the matter side of said road
Beginning on the northerly and westerly
over, and then administered the snub side of the road above mentioned on land
now or formerly of William Morgrage aforeby asking Miss Graham to lunch with said; thence
northerly and westerly by said
him. The senior Mr. Sweet happened land a boat thirty-two rods to a stone wall as
it existed partly laid op in November 1879;
to see them together on the street.
thence southerly and westerly by said stone
Tom had refused to snub and he de* wall eight rods to a stake; thence southerly
easterly to a stake and stones side of the
cided to do it himself. That very aft- and
road above mentioned; thence northerly and
ernoon he took advantage of an oppor- easterly by said road eirbt rods to the founds
first mentioned, containing one and one-half
tunity to say:
acres, more or less.
“Mis* Graham. I am so wall satisfied
The above two parcels of land being the
same premises set off on execution in favor
with your work that I shall advance of
Joseph H. Stearns against Joseph H. SylI think I have beard vester; said execution aid the levy thereon
your salary.
recorded December 28th. 1873. in Book
being
some of them say that there is a clean,
148, Page 32i, of Hancock County Registry of
cheap restaurant around the corner, Deeds, and being the same premises described
in the quit-claim deed from
and I suggest that you lunch ther4 In as conveyed
Joseph R. Stearns to Benjamin A. Keyes,
the future.”
dated December 3, 1879. and recorded in said
in Book 148. Pa?e Z7v;
Tom renewed the Invitation after a Registry
2: That be, the said Harlan P. Sylvester,
day or two. bnt it was not again ac- has been in uninterrupted possession of said
real property for ten years or more claiming
cepted. He coaid not make out Just an estate
of freehold therein;
what waa wrong until the father ex9:
That the estate of the said Sylvester in
the real property hereinabove particularly
plained:
described is a fee simple in the whole of the
“Thomas. I attended to that little aforesaid property;
4:
That the source of title of the said Sylsnubbing matter myself a few days vester
is a conveyance from Phi:ip Jarvis,
ago. and you may have observed that •gent of the Proprietorsof Township Number
to Josepn Perkins dated January %,
Three,
Mias Graham seems to have profited by
1797 and recorded in Book 5, Page 129. of said
It
Please don't forget your dignity Registry of Deeds, which conveyance was
autnorized by a resolve of the General Court
again.”
of Massachusetts passed November 17, 1788
It was the first time In her life that at recited in said deed. From said original
Helen Graham bad been snubbed. She source of title the said Syjvester derives title
by the following conveyances and wills, the
decided that she would pay It back books and pages be low referred to being of
•aid
Registry of Deeds, except where otherwith interest if the opportunity was
wise specified, to wit:
ever afforded.
It came with surprising
Will of Joseph Perkins, probated October
swiftness. A week hardly passed when 18L§ recorded in tbe Probate Records of Hancock County, in Book 0. Pag* ¥A\ release deed
the senior partner entered the office of Margaret Perkins, widow of Joaepb Perwith anxious face and sat down beside kins, to Otis Little, Ebenezer Perkins, John
Brooks and Parker Brooks dated April 24,
Us son to say:
18U Book 28. Page 23; petition to the Probate
Coart for partition of land and proceedings
“Tom, I ha ve a confession to
thereon, recorded in B^>k 8, Page 9M of the
I have pot about $300,000 Into the Ris- Probate Records; warranty deed, Dorothy Little to John Brooks, date 1 Msy 27,182#;, Book
ing Son mine to find that my interest 4A,
Page 2*7; warranty deal, John Brooks and
will be worthless unless I can secure wile
to Robert Perkin* dated July 17, 1824.
Book 4*. Page 11; warranty deed, Robert Pera majority of the stock of the Red
kins to Otis Little dated September 28, 1828
Dog mine. That mine was a dead 'on Book a*. Page 184; warns y deed, Otis Little
others to Joseph W. Sylvester dated
long ago. but Its charter is still alive and
March 4. 1849. Book tt, Page ZT3; wiil of Joseph
and it controls the water privilege. W Sylvester allowed in
September 1882, reHere are the names of several parties corded in iLe Probate Reocris aforesaid, book
97. page *7V. quit-claim <le*d, Martha A. Sylin
who may he possessed of shares
vester to Joseph H. Sylvester d*ted December
the Red Dog.
Call in Miss Graham 12, 1s*A, :n Book <«2. P*gr 227; release deed
Joseph H. Sylvester to Sarah V Sylvester
and dictate letters to them at once. It dated
December 22, 1972. Book 149, Page 226;
sheriff’s deed. J. Henry Sylvester and others
you please.”
to fltorpe M. Warren dated December 14. 18*2.
Mia* Graham was called, and Tom Book 187. Page 2*8: quit-claim deed, George M*
had Dot dictated twenty words when Warren to Sarah V. nyl*eater dated neptrm1*. 18*3 Book 198. Page *56 quit-claim deed
her heart gave a sadden bound. The ber
George M- Warren to Sarah V Sylvester dated
Red Dog mine had been one of the February *8. ;*M. Book
Page 71: mortgage
Sarah Y. Ai.Tester to George M. Warchief causes of her father's financial deed,
Boo k 227, Page 17i •
ren dated December 5.
ruin- Among his papers she had found aod foreclosure thereof dated December ».
recorded in Book lit, Page 2T». and a
1*9.
value
of
certificates of stock to the
(ifBBMtt of same, Georg* M. Warren to HarShe couldn't lan P. Sylvester dated September M. 4K,
half a million dollars.
Book 255. Page 185; quit-:,aim deed. George
so
waa
tell why Mr. Joseph Sweet
M Warren it Har.as P. SylTevter, dated FebBook *87. Page 414; releave deed.
anxious to pick up this stock, bat she
or? a.
trustee, to Harian P.
Oscar P. C
end
of
would cede her time. At the
Sylvester. dated Jaamary 91, IStti, Book *7.
the
the week she queried of
junior Pace 444 aad a,»o by warranty seed l".e
Martha A. -yhnter exercising tbe Power of
partner:
Sale given her by the wfU of Joseph W. Syi“How nsocJi Bed Drug Stork is want
T*dt: :o Harlan P. Svi Test*"ated March 28,
9*5 tzd '■ecorded in Book M*. Page 28*
ed to control ma-J0r*'~
&** ta apprehension enivt* tfea# certain
L
so
fa:
tot
a miiiioa at ieast.
pert-. * tokoo*» to ue tettusair claiming
a*
devcsee*. or otherwise, of or aader
heirs,
we
ats
ioeate only aboct $250.C*>
Benjamin A. Keyes, late of Orisad. in *aid
worth.”
ccnnty. claim some right, tsti* or interest in
Fire minote* later the Jitter was tbe prem:*e* aexetaao&ve partfestlariy deorrized adverse to the estate of toe petitioner
4.
That such ipprrdcmsimi creates a riwud
aajing to tbe senior :
I'm sorry joa spoa the title of the petit t-oaer aad depre“Look here. father.
r.iiei the market value of his property aforeMiss
Grasnob
to
it your doty
said.
n&fi rex&zewee*
«a>i
izjii use aa
ham. She cu iay her hard oo half a
•arpyciii'ii 'iiAias**4* »re aakim m eke jwtimillion dollars’ worth of Bed Dos’*
ts^ser u4
UtAfM?; fesf fiiat 2*w* of **i«f
Miss Graham was vest for. Sie was iiiwoxf riiEisu reaik* Is fife* rr*c* «(
Je**a* v> tk* kmcmfutga- ±&A belief <A me yt
oot at a3 Scstrated.
ussemer ii*i i-* *iv;n»j ;
“Miss Graham.” he started off. “is -t
VBEBEPOKE i« pctfercaer pray* iM
dauaNW&a easy 4* csaeaAM^
mse that joa know where I ears «• wed
is afa** ohm* ■*** ia*y *&<•
,*•« ivna* »&
<rore half a admen of the stack of the
tie itu4 al«nr« «*
actio* ha- sxv tlaeir titie
•err uert .t»i ^rowrtf.
Bed &0S thine?'
ELAW'Z-rzk. 3t±ia*r Ak&ts&L K :,3fi-'L
“It is <jsite tree.' she g-sietiy re2*ts*t F SrarcerK*
Jr.
i>j z:j tti&rwy isaa A.
plied.
STTaT® OF MAI*£~
“And may I ask who bolds it?*
JS2»i«»
S.tJr
JkmjgtaB
“I do.”
7k*3 penanEy xpymetz Jehm A. Peter*
“H'm!
I am astonished. Too are- Sr-t xzz&rzej lc.r Si
u
P. **y £▼*«**,
s&ataiaed ia
aware that I seed that stock—seed it sud* -EAzit t**s tfe*
ikr* pesnawt aure trwt '<* me c*t«s «4 kfi* irartmjrents
3>
I
hate
offered
sery badly.
hel^re sue,
exi$t ubl triad.
Et£x**«r* T.' Cci#*a».
WociJ
on tie doiiar to other heifers.
A?9»*a:x-s*<4 Sy ik* **»’*«***<?' v, *da*l»i*«*r
-w«» yon take that ftraref-”
wt(T» aaft take acka-'V'aSerfttB&ra;* "< ieeAe.
C«aLmJaai** exyesee Feae^*rj htb 'JtIR.
“I think E weabd—after yets tjefcSTATE OF MATTE
f£n» for that snsb.”
•(>:* •».
im fi&* Sa,praat* iui.eia*. Cemrt
“My dear, dear Miss Graham,' be- r* TBcasia-o..
perAxxiKt :$ u» *.?4er**i
gan Mr. Joeepb Sweet after ehei-ng
ry.a *k*
y*Azee I* iprntm 'j&
•$***<** e/Asaas*
for a moment, “if I smd ar. 7 th.. as that
sk* yewmaws kascri!*** tmeiem. vr *»/ pars
about—absat as s-frasee of salary or tk*rwrf i* imtrm, 6e-rb*ee*. *r «flt*nrt*** vt *>*
ts»
appear i*f«r»
Bemfumt* A. S>ye%
■bi—> «.b—t a clean, cheap (BtHRht ■xstser
sk* »F»« iarfiei*:- Oacurt 3<e*a ** !uv:4** U
BahI am sLarerely sorry and earaestty K jiwtftt w»aaiw *&4 for ‘me Cemm.tr
as 5fc* **ca»arf TacsAary a# Otieber A. C*.
teg ysrer forgtxeseaa and I cottatn't trust
;■■*». fey paMMrio* ** tzt#**** «W «f **•:'*
S&re*
do mere if yost were a dnehesa.”
C0*n
f«rt«wa aa.fi tAf* .v^st
the EBa'—Wi Aawn“It ts gafte esrsegh,' reused Miss »•**** mxxx*m***lj im
xrmbut ist iaiwutt £*
qM, a nermeyey^r
Graham wtaenot the *2ghte*t low of «ny «strf wss*? <s# H* «*** Ik* M p«**£Sea** **»4
tan to a*
y i»r» « 3*a*«
dignity
j*«s8d Tiaa^ay d -^v.n*r a**s, ia*ft fia*y a»/
"There’s oae thing more.” Tots S»- ;a** varf
aa»l
ra «-* «id wtrs
*awr
*fc? sk*I •»>**♦«* id trvair « **terrspred. “Father. Misa Graham has Su«
M try zbms ss£* v. t&ft UeerHsed jwr*msa«.
«»»■» F WiAS-ax*.
prosnised 3a marry se*
A«ra»s J«. m
Jwwwwl €ft»sas.
C&ficf i-MCkae
Mr. Joseph Sweet had soeiing to
A
i»9t i# *** yefitskM* «ad

lars

begun.”

Women envy.n

buried

“Divll

It wasn’t the girl's good looks or air.
bition that secured her a place aftei
meeting with many failures. She bap
pened into the brokerage office of
Sweet & Son just as one of their font
or five typewriters had fainted
away
and had to be sent home.
At the end
of the week her place was made perma
nent, and the austere and dignified Mr.
Joseph Sweet astonished his good look

ye have the rosey clanmy greeting from Thomas «h
the garden.
Having noticed

Hegal Xoiitts.

To mles fortune la misfortune.

of

P

If

county, deceased.

Flrat account of Irving F.
I!ayncm. adminIstrator. filed for settlement.
J. Watson Leland. late of Eden, in said

county, deceased. First account of Frank T.
Leland, administrator. filed for settlement;
aiao petition filed by adminiatrator to aell cerDTATfc OF NAIMS.
tain of the reai estate of said deceased.
Hai*cock as.—To the Supreme
Judicial
Oeorg* Weacott, of Caatine, a person of vaCourt:
sound mind. Pint account of Elisha D. WeaBOROK B. COCKNEY, now residing at
cott, guardian, filed for settlement.
r Mount Desert. Hancock County, Maine,
Truman C. Lord, late of Ellsworth, in said
respectfaliy represents:
First account of Hamuel
county, deceased.
1:
That be the said Cooksey is In possesL. Lord, administrator, filed for settlement.
slon of the following described real property
L. Torrey. late of fttrry. in laid conoaLacy
situated at or near the village of Beal Harbor,
deceased.
Final account of Kdwnvd H,
in tbe town of Mount Desert, Hancock County, tv,
adminiatrator. filed for settlement.
Maine, particularly bounded and described as Torrey.
Edna Carr Harriman, of Eden, minor. First
follows, to wit:
account of Blanche L. Harriman, guardian,
Beginning at a cedar stake on the north side filed for settlement.
of tbe county roed leading from Beal Harbor to
Lucy J. Wheeler, late of Washington, D. CL,
Otter Creek at the south-west corner of tbe lot deceased
First and final account of Albert
described as convened intbedeed from Mjra H
Lynam. administrator, filed for settlement.
Y. Davis to
dated
May 21Kb,
Cynthia Moore,
Marion B. Clark, late of Tremoat, in **M
1AM, recorded in Hancock Registry of Deeds
deceased. Petition filed by Kben B.
in Book 2ti7, Page 42; thence running north- coonty,
Clark, adminiatrator, for license to sell ceron tbe westerly line of said lot so deerly
tain of the real estate of said deceased.
scribed as conveyed to Cynthia Moore oneMillie 1. Jones, minor, of Gouldaboro, in
band red twenty-eight rods, more or lees, to said
county. Petition filed hr John F. Jones,
her north-west corner at the southern line of
for license to aell the real estate of
guardian,
mnd now or formerly of Hadiock; thence •aid minor.
westerly following the southerly line of said
F. Haynes, minor, of Trenton, la Raid
Mary
land now or formerly of Hadiock nineteen
county. Petition filed by Melvin D. Haynea,
and two-thirds rods, more or less, to land now
for license to sell certain real esor formerly of tbe heirs of Jacob Clement;
e of said minor.
thence southerly, but everywhere following
Flora B. Tripp, minor, of Eden, in said
tne easterly line of said land now or formerly
Petition filed by Isaac M. Tripp,
county.
of the heirs of Jacob Clement one-bandred
guardian, for license to exchange certain of
twenty-eight rods, more or less, to said the reai estate of said minor.
county road; thence easterly but everywhere
William Conway, late of Ellsworth, in said
following the county road aforesaid to the county, deceased. Petition filed by James W.
point of beginning, being tbe divided western LavU. administrator, for license to sell the
'.bird part of that tract of fifty acres, more or real estate of said deceased.
less, described as conveyed in tbe deed from
Roland C. Abbott, late of Hancock, in said
Daniel W. Brewer and others to John Bracy,
county, deceased. Petition filed by Lilia F
dated December 2Srth, 1M3, recorded in *asd
Abbott, administratrix, for allowance to
in
Book
331,
118,
Psge
registry
widow.
Excepting, however oat of tbe above dePatrick Msihern. late of Hullivan, In said
acribtd parcel that certain lot containing two i
county, deceased. Petition fiied by Bedford
acres and seventy rods, more or less, de
E. Tracy and John Mu them, administrator*,
scribed as conveyed in tbe deed from John of said estate. for order of distribution
8racy to Busan A. Bracy, dated August 24th,
O. P. r;i'55J.VOHAM, Jadge of said Court,
1*2. recorded in said Registry in Book 184,
rfrTit Attest:—'eas. P. Doaa. Register
js ♦
Page 171;
2: That he, the said Cooksey, by himself
STATE OF MAikK.
be
claims
have
and
those
under
whom
Btscocv s*».—At a probate court held at
by
been in uninterrupted possession of said real Ellsworth, ia and for said county of Hancock,
property for ten years or more claiming an on the faurth day of Augast, in the year af
I
estate of free-hold therein;
onr
Lord one t hoc sand nine hundred and
3:
That tbe estate of the said Cooksey in three.
the real property hereinabove particularly | A
CEBTAJJf instrument purporting to he
of
tbe
described Is a fee simple in the whole
; XA a copy of the last will and testament of
aforesaid property;
Henry H. Francis, late of Benton, in the noun4:
That tbe source of title of the said Cook- ty of ft off ok, and Common wealth of Maan>
i
sey Is by Quit-claim Deed from Charles W. | chusetts, deceased, and of the probate thereof
Dunbar to George B. Cooksey, dated October in said Common wealth,
a* them seated.
daly
17tb, 1884, recorded in Book 2*4 Page 147, of the having been presented to
tne judge of proHancock County, Maine, Registry of Deed*, bate for onr said county af Hancock for the
and by assignment of mortgage from B. C.
purpose of being aLowed, filed and recorded
Additoo. dated October 28th. lAH.aod recorded in
the probate court of onr said county of
345. Tne Hancockin said
Registry in Book 288, Page
title to the »atd Dunbar being derived from
Ordered, That notice thereof be girca to
Busan A bri^cj by warranty deed from her to all persons interested therein, by publishing
5MN. recorded a
**.d Dunbar dated October
copy of this order three weeks successively
in said Registry in Book d». Pag* %t, tbe said
in tne Ellsworth >.merieaa, a newspaper
Dannar bating mortgaged the *aroe premises printed at El sweet h, jb said county <A Hanto J. P. Whiuaker by mortgage deed dated
cock. prior to the first day of September, a- d.
September 22® d. 18*. recorded in said Reeks- irgfc, tnat they may appear at a probate court
try in Book 236, Page W. and the said Whitta- toe a to be held at H.
ia and for said
ker havirg assigned said mortgage to said ; county of Hancock, at ten o'clock in the foreAdditon by assignment dated August MAh. : soon, and snow cause, 51 any they have,
*6. recorded in said Registry in Book 23T7,
against tne same.
Page 184: the title of the said Busan A- Bracy
O. f- cr:<OiniOR*H. Ja4«> of PrAMt
oemg derived frosaJoca Bracy by warranty A true copy. Attest'.—Cnee. P. 1/oan. Register.
: deed dated December !8tb, 3*2. recorded in j
! said Registry ia Book 13A, Page W%. and the
* 5 esc fiber hereby gi7e* notice
vat he
I title of tne aa:c J'.Bn Bracy being derived by rpHF.
X bae been Cuy appointed MnWMraiar
warranty deed from Daniel W. Brewer, Porte.' de Wait eon of the estate of Jacob if. Man
! Brewer and Perry H Brewer by warranty ; inaby. are of Eden, ia tae countyof Han1
deed dated Decensber 2Kh. 1*3. and recorded cock deceased, and given noods a-, tne law
*a;Registry c Book 153 Page 331. Tbe direst'* A.; perv.av Lav>&>g dez&a.vls against
; ti'Je of the **i-. Brewers being derived from [ the estate of *a>d deceased are desired to presad having it* source in tbe Commonwealth sea* the same for sett.emeat, sad a,, indebted
! of
'>7 various successive convey ancea of title recorded la the Registry of
Deeds for Hancock County. Maine to which
:«ft.
: recorded deeds reference may fee had sad
i which recorded d*ed* are &y reference made fPBE HIH4TJWT
Mtt+.ttJ %■ *"* MKM
a part of this petition.
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WELCOME.

ays Id Bangor.
Following i8 tbe“Ad«irt8- «*t Welcome*
Mr*. 13 i'dsli.'src4 at tbe centennial celebration,
U*moh.e Friday.
o
ftiaehiilacademy Aug 12, y La e*

L arose:
Friends of home nnd all other* who are her**
I tiwns you
With lnlen»t Ih these exeittMw:
1 hell* re
for tbe welcome you have given me.
H la the expression of friend«h p a> d good-«i 1
which are imperishable. It is an honor and a
privilege for roe. as a member of the first cits
publicly gracuated fium the oi academy, ai d,
as h repre-eillative of the alumna* and alunu.i
of it to welcome you to the commemorailo
ut

things

Imperishable as friendship and good,
will, that is, the spirit of our forefathers a«.d
knowledge whh h an English ringer In one oi
tbe greatest dirges of any age, lnterndng «*s
with the de«p, reverential part of our owe
being when he sings:

Mr*.

tory.

Nearly 300 years ago tbe Pilgrims landed at
Plymouth Rock. They were men who could
overcome limitations. They left an old England
to build up a new England. They could choose
environment, and notwithstanding Its difficulties and dangers, could
mould it to their will. They left a (and where
their civil and religious freedom
was
re.
strlcted, and planted colonies where they might
re
govern and worship without arbitrary
strahit.
They did nol come as the early colonists
came to the southern states for the acquisition
of gold, nor we* e they like those who settled
the Middle states tor commercial purposes; they
came to Massachusetts with a moral. Intellectual Idea, and made that commonwealth the
seed-lied of much of the best subsequent moral
and intellectual growth of the nation.
From such s oek and among rugged and Inspiring Influences sprang the men and women
who settled this town-hip and founded the old
academy, an bumble, but useful temple of
learning. We coroe here to-day to Incorporate
tbClr spirit, their character and their courage
into ourselves; to make the past live again In
enter

a

present.
We come not to remember visible, fading,
material things, but those invisible- realities
which endure
The old walls may erumi-le;
they are already venerable, and ttirough our
fa-t
negl*-ctare
approaching a pathetic dec«y;
nature may cover the ruins with her ivy In
changlnglieauty from season to seat-on, but we
will not c mint'morale a thing that Is dead
W*e
commemorate those sweet Influences which have
gone forth from the academy, permeating and
uplifting this community fora century.
We remember tbose: movement* aDd Impulses
of the Intellect and heart which renew and per
petuate their Immortality In the lives of the
graduates, and in the new institution which we
have lately dedicated.
We commemorate that portion which has al
ready taken Its place with things eternal, and to
this commemoration, filled t^th a strong, hopeful present, and a past abundant iu beautiful
and cnnobliug memories we now welcome
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Mrs. E A. McXe I visited her sister.
Mrs. Morgan, iu Elsworth last week.
Miss Jutta

Campbell,

of Hail

Quarry, is

visiting her aunt, Mrs. Helen Wooeter.
Edward Bunker, of the Boston & Maine
railroad, is at home for a short vacation.
Miss Mabel Donnell is recovering from

appendicitis

for

operation

the recent

in

Bangor.
Mrs. Lula Crabtree and two

Hancock,

are

children, of
visiting her parents, A. B.

Fernald and wife.
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Evelyn Wilbur
business Monday.
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lbe

and

Maria

Bunker aud

and
Mrs.
Miss Alice Bunker
sister,
Springer, will attend the Unitarian conference at Sullivan Harbor Tuesday.

Mrs. Thomas Havcy is having extensive
repairs aud changes made In the house
she recently purchased.
W. T. Havey, jr.,
and son Harry have bought the hotel.
v
Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
card*

announcing

daughter

Fernald have Issued

tbe

marriage of

Effic Louise

to

tbeir

Charles

Pearl

occur at the
wedding
Methodist church Wednesday forenoon.
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Elmer F. Pettlngill and wife, of Worcester, Mass., arrived Saturday to spend
bis vacation with friends here and at
Sullivan.
Master Francis, who bas been
with bis grandparents, Z. L. Wilbur and
wife, will accompany them home.
B.
Aug. 24.
NORTH BLUEH1LL.

Halcyon

Miss Louise Boyden has returned from
her visit to Boston.

nesday, Oct. 7. There will be a display of
farm stock,
farm
produce and fancy
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Bean,
Conway, N. H.,
ancle, Rev/E. Bean.
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Mrs.

Townsend and daughter
to Southwest Harbor for
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Ethel have
9k few weeks.
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Mrs. J. W. K.aue.
was

borne

called

to Brookline, Maas., last week
of the illness of her mother.
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gation congress
Utah, Bept. 15 IS.

to
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pulpit

Tyler Hinckley,

Ellsworth Falls, will
for the Salsbury reunion
be held here Sept. 9,
of

EAST LAMOINE.
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courteous

Rev. S. W. Sutton will hold preaching
Sunday at 3 30

MOUTH OF THE
Tate

Mark

Elisha Barton and son Joseph, of North
Oriand, viaited Mr. Burton's nephew, Oscar Harriman, Saturday and Sunday.
Mr.
Harriman’s son Richard will return to
their home

with

them

and

and

wife

have

gone

to

Mrs. Hall.

next
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Cold In One

Mrs. Howard Slocum, of Pawtucket, R.
I., is visiting ber father, Newell Roberts.

postal deluge.

Think of the substantial reward each
sender of a postal card receives—a trial
bottle of DR. DAVID KENNEDY' S
FAVORITE REMEDY, the greatest
known cure for diseases of the Kidneys,
Bladder. Liver. Blood, Rhenmatism,
Dyspepsia and Chronic Constipation.
If in return for the price of a postal
card (one cent) you receive a medicine
free, that will relieve your suffering.
It is only fair to believe that a continned
nse of the same mediuine, for a reasonable length of time will surely cure you.
Women who suffer from what is
known as "female weaknesses’ find, upon investigation, it hat their troubles are
really diseases of the Kidneys and Bla<lder. To ascertain this, allow some urine
to remain in a glass for twenty-four
hours; if there is a sediment and smoky
appearance; if yon have pains in the
buck; if you are obliged to frequently
urinate daring the night, and if burning
pains accompany its passage; yon should
seek at once Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy, the most brilliant jewel in
the world of medicine.
Druggists sell it in New 50 Cent Sfxa
and the regular $1.00 size bottles.
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feel it my duty to
cipreM my gratitude to
tuu for the bemtit I

Complaint—
Couldn't Eat without
Ototress—
Quicklj Cured

•L. P.’ Atwood • Medicine, Three years ago
I va* severely troubled
with liver counlaint.
It waa imposs.b.e for
of the
me to partake
lightest f<»od without
distress. At last I was
advised by • friend to
try ‘L F.' Medicine;
a d after
using two
bottles, 1 was perfectly
well. It is a: jo a spring
medicine which cannot
be equaled, and esn
never
be t*»o highly
praised."—Fred J. Benr.. tt. West I armmgton.
Me.

THE TRUE “L F." MEDICINE ACTS GENTLY BUT
PROMPTLY AND SURELY, AND LEAVES ONLY
GOOD EFFECTS IN ITS WAJfc

Hugh

Smith and
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of
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Mrs. N. J. Gray and daughter Winifred
attended the Gray reunion at North Sedgwick last week.

S

Willie L. Gray and Arthur Grindle are
the appearance of their houses
by coats of paint.

t

The experience is the same in every
kitchen where a Clarion does the cooking-short working hours—small fuel
bills.

Perhaps

you have no idea how much
easier your housekeeping would be with

Owing to the unfavorable weather of
last Thursday, not many were able to attend the C. E. social union.

a

Clarion.

When you find out,
ycu from buying one.

Mrs. Grace Condon and

son Guy spent
Sedgwick at the borne of her
parents, Jasper D. Allen and wife.
Immediately after cbnrch service last
Sunday forenoon, Rev. E. K. Drew administered the rite of baptism to two

last week in

nothing

can

keep

Frank Johnson and wife, Will Everett
and wife and Mr. Whitney, of North Orland, spent last Saturday and Sunday with
Johnson Bridges and wife.

24.

__Climax.

shrewd man to dispose of his
property in a Way that will shut out the
lawyers as well as his relatives.
It

takes

a

that cannot be

change
duplicated.

Spring Overcoats

jersey-

Balbriggan

regular

in

grade

5 doz

boys’

17c per pr
15c braces,
9c

10 doz men’s fast-black seamless hose, regular 15c grade
(5 doz men’s

9c per pr

29c

for

Men’s black and white
cotton

and

we

CAT

girls,

prices

you

the

8 5 Youths’
“
<>

12

“

all sizes from

need

any

buy the best hosiery on the
market to-day for boys and
girls.

to

only

first-class

hand.

on

as

we

everyone

we

Winter Overcoats

you
of

samples

15

19.!

to

Suits, $3.75
“
4.75
“
6.75
«
7.75
“
9.50

liberal dis-

a

count.

$5 Overcoats

for

6

“

“

8

“

“

we

have

$3.75
4.50

6.50
One

lot,

broken sizes, that sold for
$12 to 16, your choice for
87 and 8.

Odd lots Men’s and Youths’

Children’s Suits.
For this sale

priced

During this sale

get

can

lot

a

Mens’ Odd Pants.

picked

Pant’s, some are slightly
shopworn, 98c.
150 prs men’s pants in $2.50,
3,3.50 and
to

close

at

4

grades, marked

$2, 2.50 and

3.

and
out a large line of Childrens Our entire line of $4, 4.50
down.
5
marked
pants
suits to sell for $1, 1.50, 2,
2.25

and

2.50,

about one-half
3 doz.

regular

which

is

regular price
Caps

50c Golf

for 25c. each.

shoes!
The balance of our Oxford
Shoes, in the Elite and Vi
make will be
L.
■

children,

you
can’t afford to miss this chance

have

overcoats.

8.00
9.50

Youths’ Suits.

39c

for ,

sell

money

now,

Special bargain.

“

HOSE

good

one

We carried over quite
of low and medium

86.50

are

four months.

can save

wish to

entire stock of suits.

10

shall sell

You

what you may expect at
this sale, which includes our

50c

19c

10, at
Mothers, if

carry

“

stripe

6 'a to

hose for

12

“

at

For this sale

boys

“

8

regular

shirts,

the BLACK

10

regular 50c grade Youths’ suits, age
shirts

working

if you can find your
In this lot you get 3

for 1.
§ 8 Suits for

These

braces,

for this sale

85

size.

each.

per doz.
10?doz men’s 25c

of

for

for

for the next

by buying

suits, broken sizes,
mostly small, your choice

shirts

drawers, broken
35c

1 lot

$5.50, 6.50, 7.50,

Spring overcoats can he worn

Douglas

Boys’ Wash Suits

closed for

"We shall 6ell the balance of 12
our

75c

boys’ wash suits,
quality, for

goods

and

50

and

39c

guarantee

pairs
color,

$2.75.

of Elite Shoes, tan
regular cut, $3.50

grade, marked down price,
82 50.

everything

sold to be

worth

W.R.PARKER

a

Ang.

prices

the money.

H. Davis and wife, of St. Georg?, and
Eugene Dunbar, of Brooklyn, N. Y., made
short visit iaBt week at the home of
their sister, Mrs. Calvin Leach.
Will C. Roberts, of Pawtucket, R. I.,
spent last week with bis father, N.
Roberts. He was accompanied by his
little daughter Doris, who will remain
here with her aunt, Pbila C. Roberts.

fine

10 doz men’s white handkerchiefs 2 for 5C, or 25c

We

candidates.

k

up price for
8, 9.

Special Bargain

Very, very often some enthusiastic
customer tells us how much his Clarion
pleases him.

two

improving

men’s

doz

Jllibmia counts.

Waterville,

their former home for
weeks’ vacation.
here at

at

Men's Suits.

for this

regular price 35c,

last week.

are

line

We have 30 doz Shirts and 65 men’s suits which were sold
Drawers in good weight,
for $8,10.12, and 11; clean-

quality,

HIGH QUALITY RJ INGES—CLARIONS

clothing

Hart Schaffncr &: Marx and R. S. 8c W. brands of fine

our

Ylen’s'Winier Shirts anil Drawers.

19c

Severe Liter

need in the

they

BELOW WE MENTION A FEW OF THE MANY BARGAINS WE HAVE TO OFFER.

sizes,

I

goods

clothing, and for the next thirty days we shall offer some record-breaking bargains that will save you money. The cool weather of this spring and summer
has kept some lines of goods from selling; we don’t wish to carry them over and
shall give our customers the benefit of what we have to lose.
We would advise
all to attend this sale early, as many of the best things will be closed out first.

and

THEM “IF." DID IT

what

This sale includes

ribbed

Maine

Ellsworth,

and found

come

advertised and have gone away with bargains that would satisfy the
We shall continue the sale through Fair week, and vismost critical customers.
itors who come to our city at that time will do well to bring some extra

just

sale 19c each.

PARCHER,

Our customers have

from the start.

a success

all sizes to 17 neck.
I>ay.

Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
druggists refund the money If \% fails to cure.
E. W. Grove’s signature is on each box. 2ftc.

Lena Varnum,of Brockton, Mass.,
guest of ber sister, Mrs. Norris

W.

CLOTHING
has been

The thousands of postal cards received l
every month by the Dr. David Kennedy i
Corporation of Rondout, N. Y.. requesting a trial bottle of their FAVORITE
REMEDY reach such huge proportions
that it has been very justly called a

Grind le.
J.

of MEN’S, BOYS’ and CHILDREN’S

Hats, Shoes and Furnishings

has
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Celia Fullerton spent a few days in
Brewer last week, the guest of
her

To Cure

to
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shopping.
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furnish music

bought the Israel Johnson place, to which
he will move this week.

Is the
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Erastus Jones and friend, of New York,
Sunday.
are spending their
vacation with Mr.
Capt. John Douglass has sold the Can- Jones’ father, William Jones.
dage place where he has lived for a year'
R.
Aug. 24.
and
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ceived such
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Lawrence, Mass., to work.

to occupy the
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I*r. Hariri h cant'd) *( suit Itbfum < rt*m cure*
did Sort*, bkla and 'scrofulous Dineaaea. 5oc.

Sanders, Thomas Grieve and A.
r. Qilli« *re *be committee of arrange-

a

Dr. McKay, of New York, preached to a
large audience Sunday morning in the
Congregational church. Rev. Mr. Notman

D. B Smith preached in the Free
Bap.1st church last Sunday. Mr*. A. B.
Temple, of Boston, will occupy the same
pulpit next Sunday.
Mrs. T. E. Hooper was in Ellsworth
R~v.
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Mrs. Augusta Mirlck and Mrs. Helen
McIntyre have taken a trip to Rockland*
The fall term of the Bluehill-George
Stevens academy begins Monday, Sept. 14

Patten and
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Stlurday resulted
Franklin team.

George Howard V.acornber and young
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annual fair. The date fixed upon is Wed-

Stover, of Boston, is visiting
his parents, K. F. Stover and wife.
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Amos G.

Chase, of Boston, is with
aunt, Mrs. C. M. Blaisdell.
Mrs. Birtlott Stover and Mrs. Bartlett
YVa.ace were ia Ellsworth »?b .ipphig Iasi
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"Let knowledge live from more to more
And more of reverence in os dwell."
This is, indeed, a memorable occasion for
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A Modem School of Business for both sexes.

We teach the new com-

system—“ACTUAL BUSINESS FROM THE START.” PitmanHoward Shorthand, and Touch Typewriting. Low expenses. Graduates aided
to positions.
Opens Tuesday following Labor Day. Write for illustrated catalogue. HOWARD & BROWN, Proprietors.
mercial

CLOTHINQ CO.
ELLSWORTH,

MAINE-

